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Chapter I

RHODESIA BECOMES ZIMBABWE:
AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

RHODESIA BECOMES ZIMBABWE:
AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Will.lam H. Overholt
Rhodesia is a small, land-locked country of roughly 6.7 million
people, ruled by a white minority of about one-quarter million.

In

international law, Rhodesia is Africa's last colony, a colony in rebellion against Britain since its Unilateral Declaration of Independence
in 1965.

Following the independence of Mozambique and Angola from

Portugal, African pressure for termination of white minority rule became
focused almost exclusively on Rhodesia.

Because of the dramatic Cuban

intervention in Angola, world attention focused on southern Africa, and
the struggle for Rhodesia engaged the big powers' attention to a greater
extent than any African issue since the struggle over the Congo in 1960.
Blacks within Rhodesia, and black African governments, as well as the
Western world, seek a quick transition to black majority rule of an
independent state to be called Zimbabwe.

Meanwhile, guerrilla groups

based in Mozambique, Zambia and Botswana are harassing the Rhodesian
regime and causing considerable economic distress.
grow rapidly,

As the guerrilla groups

1,000 whites emigrate each month.

RHODESIA'S INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT
Because Rhodesia is small and land-locked, and because its status
as a colony legitimizes heavy international involvement, it is more
vulnerable to international pressures than most countries of the world.
The principal international actors involved in Rhodesia's transformation
into Zimbabwe are the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union, Cuba,
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the nearby black African states known collectively as the front line
States, and South

Africa.

Indirect pressures are generated by Nigeria

and by the influence of world opinion as mediated by the United Nations.
Most immediately engaged are the frontline States,

Tanzania,

Mozambique, Batswana, Zambia, and Angola, an economically and ideologically
diverse group of states which have

succeeded in papering over their

differences sufficiently to adopt unified diplomatic stands on key
issues and to provide sanctuaries and other forms of support for
guerrillas seeking to overthrow the Rhodesian government.
the frontl ine

The power of

States derives from their ability to succor the guerrillas,

or alternatively to close off the sanctuaries and the flow of supplies in
order to enforce a Rhodesian settlement acceptable to them.

They are

united in the view that the Patriotic Front, composed of the competitive
followings of Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe and various associated
guerrilla groups, has played the major role in bringing the Smith government to the negotiating table and therefore deserves power even if it is
unable to win elections.

They are also united in the view that, in the

absence of direct Western military support, it is necessary to accept
Soviet military and economic aid and to pay at least some substantial
temporary deference to the Soviet policies and ideology in return for that
support.

They are equally united in their desire to achieve as quick and

peaceful a transition as possible in the interest of their own economies and
of Rhodesian blacks, and also to minimize their dependence upon any outside powers.

While there were once major divergences among the front line

States due to Mozambique's ideological insistence upon the coming to power
of a radical socialist regime in Zimbabwe, now there is a much greater
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consensus on the need for a quick and peaceful transition regardless of
doctrine.
Mozambique's position has changed from a rylatively ideological one
to a relatively pragmatic one because it fears the consequences of
disorder in Rhodesia, and because its shattered economy needs the boost
that would come from an economically dynamic Zimbabwe.

Kenneth Kaunda of

Zambia desperately needs a settlement because of the expenses connected
with the struggle, because his economy is severely affected by ecnomic
sanctions, and because the Zambian population is becoming restive in
response to the inflation and stagnation that they blame on the Rhodesian
struggle.

The other frontline States have similar motives for seeking a

relatively quick and peaceful transition.
Angola and Zambia both support Joshua Nkomo, for different reasons.
Neto of Angola supports them out of ideological and personal ties and
because of shared ties to the Soviet Union.

Kaunda of Zambia has family

and early political ties to Nkomo and thinks that Nkomo is the only
leader who could unite Zimbabwe:

Kaunda does not trust Mugabe and his

guerrillas and does not believe the moderate Bishop Muzorewa to be a
serious political leader.

On the other hand, because Muzorewa is a

symbol of peace and moderation in much of the region, he generates a
great deal of ineffectual public opinion support from neighboring
populations weary of the economic consequences of struggle.

While

ideological differences and feelings are not altogether absent from the
policy of the frontline States, the only dominant ideology is antiracism, and most ideological rhetoric in their joint position is a
veneer necessary to obtain Soviet support.
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South Africa is the other neighbor directly involved in the conflict.
The worst complexities of the Rhodesian settlement derive not so much from
Rhodesia itself as from the complications of having to deal simultaneously
with related problems in South Africa and South West Africa.

South Africa

is a huge neighbor, economically, politically, geographically, and militarily.
Its army is overwhelmingly powerful, both by comparison with Rhodesia
and by comparison with any combination of nearby states.

Its economy is

larger, more prosperous and more modern than any other economy in

Africa~-

wi th a technological superiority symbolized by worldwide suspicions that
South Africa might become a nuclear power.

South African policies are

decided and implemented with a toughness derived from Calvinist religion,
from the rigors of conquering the African environment, from a history of
having successfully defied much of the world for much of its history, and
from the determination of a people which after three centuries of
residence in Africa has come to perceive itself as a white tribe in
Africa with no other place to go.

South African policies are chosen with

a sense that compromise ls tantamount to weakness, with powerful rightwing ideological leanings at home (although pragmatic abroad), and with
an unusually high although Imperfect concern for formal legality and for
avoidance of precedents that other countries could later use against
South Africa.
South African foreign policies

ar~

ent1reiy designed around a single

core objective, namely the protection of South Africa and the preservation of its current political structure for a period of time sufficient to
implement the homelands pol icy.

This policy assigns to black tribes small,

relatively undesirable portions of territory and then gives them
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independence as separate states.

Pursuing its core objective, South

Africa has proved willing to deal with communists, with radical regimes
such as the one in Mozambique, and with black regimes generally,

That

is to say, its foreign policies are pursued with utter pragmatism,
This basic lack of ideological content in South Africa's foreign policy
decisions has been greatly reinforced by recent changes in American and
Western European foreign policies.

Accustomed to thinking of itself as

the intermediary between the West and Black Africa, and as a prominent
bastion of Western opposition to Communist influence, South Africa has
been jolted to discover that the West now avoids such South African intermediation as the kiss of death and, moreover, regards South Africa as a major
ideological and political liability.
In this policy context, Rhodesia's Unilateral Declaration of
Independence has been a constant embarrassment to South Africa's
important relationships with Britain and more generally with the West.
The controversy with Rhodesia blocks South Africa's development of
economic and political relationships with the black regimes to the
north and presents South Africa with severe dangers of political disorder
and radicalism on its northern border and of potential sanctions directed
against itself,

Given these concerns, South Africa's interest has been

in a quick and peaceful transition to the most moderate possible from of
black rule for Rhodesia.

Similarly, South Africa has come to perceive

its primary interest in the trust territory of Southwest Africa as
abandonment-- in order to minimize the radicalization of that territory
and to extricate itself from the fact of illegal occupation of the
territory.

(Southwest Africa, soon to become Namibia, can be abandoned
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without disastrous political consequences

because~

although it has

substantial economic value, its population includes few whites,)

But

added to these South African concerns are other fears that have become
particularly prominent since the West turned on South Africa, namely
that solution of the Rhodesian conflict could simply become a prelude
to rising frontl ine, Western, and Soviet pressures on South Africa itself,
already troubled by domestic unrest.
In these circumstances, South Africa's policy is one of

non-inter~

vention, modified by a strong willingness to be part of the solution
rather than part of the problem, and by marginal willingness to encourage
the rise of a relatively moderate Zimbabwe government at the expense of
the more radical factions.

Militarily this means a policy of absolute

non-intervention, a policy unlikely to change except in the extreme and
unlikely circumstances of a systematic massacre of Rhodesian whites, of
the rise of a thoroughly Soviet-dominated Marxist government in
Zimbabwe, or of substantial Cuban military intervention in Rhodesia.
This policy parallels South Africa's policy regarding Mozambique and all
other black African states except Angola.

The intervention in Angola was

a historical aberration for South Africa, and the disastrous results
of that intervention have confirmed South Africa's desire not to repeat
the aberration.
South Africa does seek to facilitate a relatively peaceful solution
of the Rhodesian conflict through overt support of the Anglo-American
initiative (discussed below), and possibly through quiet support of an
internal settlement excluding the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU),
on terms 1-opefully acceptable to the frontline States and to the West.
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While South Africa's support of the

Anglo~American

initiative has included

some tough conversations between South African Prime Minister Vorster
and Rhodesian Prime Minister Smith, as well as an abortive diminution
of oil supplies to Rhodesia in 1976, South Africa now resolutely
refuses to adopt any sanctions against Rhodesia due to fear of a precedent
legitimizing later sanctions against South Africa itself.

South Africa's

unwillingness to impose sanctions is likely to persist because Vorster
has become more vulnerable from the Right in the wake of domestic riots
and· of U.S. hostility.

The no-sanctions policy is also sustained by

South Africa's inability to control the consequences of applying sanctions
to Rhodesia and by confusion as to the precise goals to be attained by any
application of sanctions.
In a period of conflict between black groups in post-Smith
Zimbabwe, South Africa would be 1 ikely to give covert financial and
political support to relative moderate groups.

Moreover, although its

sympathies for Rhodesian whites are not sufficient to motivate intervention in any but the most extreme circumstances, South Africa will seek
through international diplomacy to stabilize the situation of Rhodesian
whites, for instance by insisting that whites obtain a share in any
international development fund that is created for Rhodesia.
Whereas South Africa was badly burned by its intervention in Angola,
the Soviet Union has achieved a series of massive successes through
intervention in Africa.

Angola and Mozambique have become radical

regimes, with strong ties to the Soviet Union.

The front! ine states

have adopted Soviet perspectives on many issues, due to the Soviet Union's
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role as the only large and dependable source of weapons, funds and diplomatic support for the various liberation movements.

To the north, in

the horn of Africa, both Ethiopia and Somalia have become radical Marxist
states dependent upon the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Union is using Guinea,

Angola, and Somalia as military bases and has acquired access to facilities
elsewhere in Africa.

The Soviet Union can look forward to involvement in

a long struggle to depose the white minority In South Africa and can
reasonably expect in that struggle always to be able to outbid the West-and therefore to be able to facilitate radicalization of other African
regimes and to consolidate its relationship with numerous African states
during the long struggle.
Within Rhodesia itself, the Soviet Union has a long-standing relationship with Nkomo's Zimbabwe African Peoples Union (ZAPU) and in the
past has aided Robert Mugabe's Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU).
Both the Mugabe group and the Nkomo group are dependent upon Soviet
supplies and have adopted Soviet positions and Marxist language on
most key issues.
Thus the Soviet Union appears to enjoy an opportunity to

~ntervene

in Rhodesia, thereby consolidating its rising regional power, extending
its string of bases for military and economic purposes,, and humiliating
the West in ways that will enhance Soviet power even outside Africa.
It would gain a particularly useful base for direct or indirect operations
against South Africa.

It would consolidate a bloc

of mutually supporting

radical states, constituting a "critical radical mass 11 in southern Africa,
for expansion to the north as well as to the south.

It would do this
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under cover of a worthy and widely recognized cause, namely anti-racism,
and it could involve itself knowing that the U.S. is determined not to
become militarily involved.
On the other hand, there are costs and risks associated with a Soviet 1
or Soviet-sponsored Cuban, intervention in Rhodesia that were not present
in the Angolan situation--both

because Rhodesia is different from Angola

and because the world environment has changed.

By most accounts, although

the Soviet military strength is rising rapidly relative to the United States,
the Soviet Union still has not surpassed the U.S. in military strength,
particularly in the ability to project air and naval power long distances
from domestic soil.

Although the Soviet Union has accumulated major

advantages in southern Africa, it still has interests elsewhere--for
instance, detente, arms control, the Sino-Soviet-American triangle,
and others--which could suffer.

Although the Carter Administration

has privately and publicly expressed determination not to become militarily involved in southern African, the Carter administration still
appears to the Soviet Union as a volatile, contradictory, unknown
quantity which has proved tougher than its predecessor on some issues
~uch

as the SALT negotiations and human

rights~,

and which is not ham-

pered by an active Vietnam war and an active Watergate controversy.
The Soviet Union has taken major losses in the Middle East, in India,
in relations with China, and in relations with the Euroeommunist
parties and has severe problems with the human rights movement in Eastern
Europe.

These other areas generally have higher priority in Soviet for-

eign policy than does Africa.

Finally, Soviet over-involvement In the
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horn of Africa led to its supplying both Ethiopia and Somalia in a war
against each other, thereby angering both sides--just as happened in the
Lebanese War.

Such experiences are enough to given the Soviet Union

pause.
Moreover, there are specific problems having to do with Rhoaesia.
Rhodesia is a more modern state,with better equipped
Angola.

There is

forces~than

no true communist party parallel to the MPLA in

Angola for the Soviet Union to support.

Rhodesia is legally British

territory until it is given formal independence; thus, prior to independence, a Soviet intervention would engage the Western powers far more
directly than was true at the time of the Soviet intervention in
Angola.
is~.

Moreover, the most probable tool of the Soviet intervention
and Cuban calculations may well have changed.

In Rhodesia there would likely be no such clear invitation for
Cuban intervention as there was in Angola, and the Cubans would face
better-armed and better-trained soldiers than they did in Angola--at a
time when they already have 17,000 troops tied down in the continued
conflict in Angola.

Although they would find the logistics easier once

they got into Rhodesia, the Cubans would have a harder time getting
their troops into Rhodesia and supplying them.

A further Cuban invasion

in Africa would increase fear of future Cuban interventions in Latin
America and thus potentially disrupt current Cuban progress toward
better relations with their Latin American neighbors.

Similarly, it

would eventually disrupt moves toward diplomatic normalization with
the United States and toward improved access to Japanese and Western
European technology--prospects that were not so salient at the time
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of the Angolan Intervention.

Within Africa, another intervention might

crack African solidarity, contrary to Cuban desires.

The frontline states,

having noted that Cuba restored Neto to power in Angola during an attempted
coup by other MPLA leaders, would fear Cuban involvement in their own
domestic politics.
Moreover, the gains Cuba achieved in its Angola intervention would
not necessarily be extended by a foray into

Rhodesi~.

In Angola, Cuba

proved to itself and to others its ability to ignore and to offend the
United States with impunity; that having been achieved, Cuba has little
additional to gain on that score.

Similarly, whereas Cuba's ability to

intervene in Angola with impunity weakened the United States, a further
engagement in Rhodesia might strengthen the resolve of the new American
administration and further unite NATO.

Whereas the Angolan intervention

strengthened Cuba's ties with its Soviet ally, the additional ramifications of Cuba's African involvmenet have frequently strained Cuban-Soviet
relations; thus involvement in Rhodesia could as easily harm the alliance
as enhance it.

Whereas Cuba's Angolan adventure strengthened its solidarity

with the Third World, particularly because of the prior South African
involvement, Cuban involvement with Rhodesia would frighten the frontline
states and many other African and Third World states.

For all these rea-

sons, then, Cuban intervention in Rhodesia, either independently or at the
behest of the Soviet Union, seems far less 1 ikely than a simple extrapolation of the Angolan experience would indicate.
Finally, it seems relatively unlikely that the Soviet Union would
intervene directly or that it would send in the troops of its other
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allies.

North Korean troops would be the obvious choice, but Soviet-

North Korean relations have been strained, and North Korean intervention
on a decisive scale could have consequences in Northeast Asia that would
outweigh potential Soviet gains in Rhodesia.

Eastern European troops would

not necessarily be available, reliable, or effective.

Thus Soviet inter-

vention directly or through proxies seems unlikely although its cannot be
completely discounted.
The United States and the United Kingdom are the final major actors
in the Rhodesian drama.

Until the MPLA victory in Angola, the United

States emphasized a goal of stability, with considerable sympathy for
the role of South Africa and of Portuguese colonialism.
dramatically changed American

Kissinger

pol icy toward support of black rule in

Rhodesia,because of the manifest intellectual failure of an analysis
which had concluded that the Portuguese colonial regimes in Angola
and Mozambique were stable, and because of the manifest political failure
that had led to a successful Soviet intervention,via Cubans, in Angola.
But Kissinger contir.ued to rely heavily on South African intermediation
and to orient American policies primarily around a balance of power
struggle with the Soviet Union.
The principal reason for the reversal of American foreign policy was
the rise of an administration in which foreign policy is viewed primarily
in political terms, rather than primarily in terms of a game of economic
and military balance, as well as an administration which instinctively
emphasized moral considerations and the North-South conflict more than
military considerations and the struggle with the Soviet Union.

Support-

ing and rationalizing this change of policy were certain background trends,
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including improvements in Third World and African solidarity, U.S. disillusionment with military intervention in the wake of Vietnam, and the
new potency of the U.S. black electorate in asserting foreign policy
preferences.
The Interests driving U.S. pol icy include moral repugnance over
white minority rule and also over the potential consolidation of a
group of totalitarian regimes in southern Africa, a felt need to be
able t.o work sympathetically with African and other Third World regimes,
a desire for continued access to key

minerals~

particularly chromite

and platinum, a fear of Soviet influence in Africa, and also a iet of
similar interests in the future evolution of South Africa which will
be affected by what happens in Rhodesia.
U.S. and British leverage in Rhodesia is primarily intangible.
Military sanctions will not be used, and economic sanctions have proved
ineffective.

Even moral leadership is difficult, given the legacy of

past policies and U.S. unwi 11 ingness to supplant the Soviets in arming
the guerrillas.

The Anglo-American team is therefore limited primarily

to persuasion, to diplomatic ingenuity, to exploitation of Britain's
special legal role as one of the keys to conferral of formal independence, and to marginal economic pressures and hints of economic pressures directed against Rhodesia itself and against South Africa.
The U.S. pol icy in Southern Africa is to ride the tide of black
political aspirations and, in an attempt to capture the high moral ground
at all cost, to press challenges to the existing orders in Rhodesia,
Southwest Africa and South Africa immediately.

The first part of the

policy, namely the decision to ride the tide of black aspirations,
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is now recognized nearly universally as the essential component of
any potentially successful policy.
the decision

to.~nnounce

The second aspect of the policy,

a policy of insisting upon transformation of

the South African regime and to send American diplomats to encourage
black opponents of the current regime, at a time when South African help
is needed in bringing the Rhodesian negotiations to a successful conclusion,
is more controversial.

American avoidance of all positive association with

South African policies as the kiss of death, and American refusal to
reward South Africa for acting in its own interest to secure a favorable settlement in Rhodesia, both follow from the first aspect of the
pol icy.

But the decision to mount an early challenge to the very struc-

ture of South African society, rather than delaying that challenge until
the Rhodesian and Southwest African transitions have occurred, is an
entirely separate decision.

That pol icy runs the great risk of encour-

aging South African intransigence and uncooperativeness and thereby
setting the stage for a prolonged military
blacks and whites.

conflict between Rhodesian

If such a risk materializes, then the policy will

be viewed by historians in the same light as they would have viewed
an American pol icy which lost World War I I by insisting upon fighting
equally hard on both the Asian and European fronts.

On the other hand,

the alternative pol icy of greater tactical flexibility would run the
risk of incurring cynicism and losing whatever moral and political
leadership Andrew
the U.S.

~oung

and his colleagues have managed to gain for
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Within these overall perspectives in Southern Africa, the AngloAmerican initiative itself seeks to achieve agreement among the Rhodesian
principals on a constitutional outline, then transfer power to a neutral
government which would hold elections.

The initiative insists upon the

participation of the Patriotic Front, both because the Patriotic Front
possesses a powerful political and military base and because the support
of the frontline governments, necessary to role out future guerrilla
warfare, cannot be obtained without the participation of the Patriotic
Front.

Currently the Anglo-American team seeks to persuade both sides

to disband their opposing armies in preparation for the election, an
effort that is most unlikely to succeed.

The U.S. and Britain both

refuse to supervise the transition, and they are having some difficulty
finding other sufficiently neutral parties to do so.

Finally, the

Anglo-American initiative seeks neither to determine the ultimate structure of the government nor to support particular personalities.

It does

promise a substantial development fund, which would underwrite the possibility of a relatively prosperous transition and provide a carrot for
relatively moderate political and economic policies.
In

practice~tanglble

American pressures on South Africa are likely

to be fairly far in the future and even then are 1likely to be exceedingly
moderate until such time as either internal disturbances or the involvement
of major external powers makes the issue of South Africa's future an
immediate one.

Pressure on U.S. businessmen to freeze their investments

or to disinvest is possible in the future, but there is none now.

The

Carter administration does not lean toward direct economic or military
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sanctions, although Export-Import Bank and other loans might be shut
off.

There will, however, continue to be more or less subtle playing

upon the South Afriyan

fear of future sanctions.

But this relatively

\

moderate policy on the tangible issues is not the central issue.

The

most important policies are the intangible ones, namely the provision
of direct moral support for the black opposition and the unmistakable
labeling of the South African regime as a pariah and a liability in
the eyes of the Western world.

Just as it is the moral force of

American policy which has given it leverage in the frontline states
and elsewhere in black Africa, so it is the moral force of the U.S.
policy toward South Africa which has greatly raised the morale of the
black opposition and pushed the Afrikaners into a greater and more
reactionary solidarity.
The details of the Anglo-American initiative may change substantially,
for instance modifying the demand for complete disbanding of the opposing
armies, but the overall framework of American policy in southern Africa
is likely to persist, unless (1) Soviet involvements expands dramatically,
or (2) violence among Africans intensifies and spreads over a very broad
areas, or (3) a combination of peaceful settlements in Rhodesia and Southwest Africa with an unchallengeable partition of South Africa into a white
sector and an acceptably generous black sector defuses the conflict or,
(4) an overwhelmingly important conflict with the Soviet Union develops
elsewhere in the world.
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THE POLITICAL TRANSITION FROM RHODESIA TO ZIMBABWE
The Rhodesian Polity Todal
The Rhodesian political situation is dominated by a small number of
parameters:
1.

The white regime headed by Ian Smith is terminally ill.

The end

may come peacefully in a few months or it may come after three or four
years of violent struggle, but the rapid increase of trained guerrillas,
the economic pressures on the Rhodesian economy as working-age males are
shifted into military service, and the rapidly increasing rate of white
emigration appear to be irreversible and fatal trends.
2.

The black portion of the polity is disastrously fragmented.

The three major tribes are mutually suspicious.

The urban moderates,

particularly Muzorewa and Si thole, and the expatriate guerrillas under
Robert Mugabe and Joshua Nkomo, are intensely hostile to one another.
The urban moderates, Sithole and Muzorewa, are engaged in an intense
organizational struggle with one another.

Despite their official alli-

ance in the Patriotic Front, Mugabe and Nkomo dislike each other intensely.

There are three distinct guerrilla armies in the field and an

additional one training in Tanzania, in addition to the regime's Rhodesian
Security Forces.

This extreme fragmentation means that, although Rhodesia's

best hope is for a quick and relatively peaceful transition, it wi 1 I pay
a heavy price for not having had a struggle that would have eliminated
al 1 but one major po 1 it i cal force prior to formal independence.

3.

Rhodesian 1 i teracy and experience with a modern economy are the

highest in Africa.
private economy.

There is a competent civil service and a competent
All of these, together with an unusually well-developed
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economic infrastructure, provide the basis for reasonably competent
administration of Zimbabwe and for considerable economic dynamism if
these assets are not destroyed in the interim.

4.

The moderate urban leaders can attract adulatory crowds and

presumably votes, but lack an organized political and military base.
The rural guerrilla leaders possess a military organization, and Nkomo
possesses at least a large residual political organization, but both
lack acquaintance with administration
5.

and economic management.

Rhodesian politics is essentially unideological.

Even the

rural guerrilla leaders, who depend upon Soviet supplies and employ
Marxist rhetorioe,are essentially pragmatic opportunists who share with
the moderates ari intense hatred of racism but have adopted.a veneer
of Marxism in order to maintain access to the only available major
source of supplies, namely the Soviet Union.
6.

Rhodesian race relations lack the intense hostility character-

istic of race relations in South Africa, Mozambique, and Angola.

This

opens up the possibility of a transition without racial violence, and
of a transition without the economic collapse that would necessarily
follow a massive white exodus.

Of course, it does not ensure an aus-

picious transition.

7,

There Isa high level of communications throughout Rhodesia,

contributing to a relatively uniformity in the distribution of information and ideas.

High 1 iteracy, good infrastructure, and the splitting

of a very high proportion of the Rhodesian black populism between males
who work in the cities and women and children who work in the countryside,
have created a nationwide communication network.
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8.
tions.

There is no consensus on the desirability of democratic elecDemocracy is associated with white racism and economic exploita- ·

tion in much of the popular mind.

The Patriotic Front, knowing that it

would probably lose an election, explicitly opposes the holding of
elections.
From these characteristics one can derive numerous scenarios for
the future.

By emphasizing fragmentation, one can deduce a likely civil

war and economic disaster.

On the other hand, by emphasizing the literacy,

the infrastructure, the competent administration; and the agricultural
and mineral resources, one can imagine a great economic takeoff.

But,

before proceeding to alternative scenarios, one can pin down some crucial
fixed conclusions about the future and political structure of Zimbabwe.
The first is that Zimbabwe will be governed by an authoritarian,
rather than a democratic, regime.

This is evident from the experience

of other African nations, from the lack of mass Rhodesian political participation over a long period of time in strong democratic institutions,
and from the lack of a political consensus regarding the virtues of
democracy.

The intensity of ethnic conflict, the excessive popular

economic expectations

that inevitably accompany the overthrow of a

relatively wealthy ruling minority, and the fact that a top leader who
loses his job is 1 ikely to lose all political status and economic
security, combine to make stable democracy structurally impossible.
All of the military organizations are under the control of leadership
with undemocratic aspirations.

The authoritarianism may be mild, as in

Kenya, or intense, as in Angola, but it will be authoritarianism in
some form.
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Second, the regime will lean to the left In its political tone
rather than to the right.

Although Rhodesian politics is basically

pragmatic and personal ist rather than ideological, the hardening of
political positions when past policies and statements must be defended,
the legacy of Soviet backing, and the pressures to the left coming from
foreign-trained guerrillas, from the peer pressure of frontline leaders,
and from a cadre of left-leaning intellectuals, will have their impact.
The central issue will be distributive economic justice rather than
law and order or economic growth.

The result may be a government of

the moderate left or a government of the fervent left, but it will be
a government whose aspirations have more in common with Zambia and
Tanzania than with Brazil and South Korea.

It is important to add that

its aspirations are also unl i'kely to be those of North Korea and Vietnam.
Under these circumstances, elections, if they occur, will serve
the crucial purposes, not of choosing a government as an expression
of popular sovereignty, but of legitimizing the formal concession of
independence and of maximizing the unity of initial black government
so as to keep the ensuing power struggle as short and peaceful as
possible.
Finally, all of the Rhodesian leaders, and particularly the Patriotic
Front leaders, have had direct experience of the economic tragedies of
Mozambique and of Tanzania and have expressed their horror at the results in those countries.

Thus, although it would be silly to presume

that totally untutored administrators and economic managers

could assume

supreme power and run the economy well, it is a safe assumption that,
given the superior infrastructure, resources and administrative training
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available in Rhodesia, and given the political leaders' experience of
neighboring countries' economic disaster, no Rhodesian leader is likely
to duplicate the Mozambican destruction of the economy.

If the Rhodesian

economy is to be destroyed beyond hope of early reconstruction, it will
be through civil war, not through the ideological impositions of a
leader relatively secure in his power.
The basic alternatives for Rhodesian politics are now as follows:
Smith's continuation in office could lead to a protracted struggle
between blacks and whites in which the economy would inflate and stagnate
and the rates of white emigration would increase rapidly.

Meanwhile,

the guerrillas would grow far more numerous, far better trained, and
would become increasingly unified and radicalized.

The result would

be an extremely radical regime, hostile to whites, coming to power after
a struggle which would have destroyed the economy.
Smith could transfer power to the urban moderates, Muzorewa and
Slthole, or could hold an election resulting in transfer of power to
these urban moderates.

The urban moderates would lack the political

base of the rural guerrillas and would find the Rhodesian Security
Forces deteriorating and unreliable at a time when the guerrilla forces
were becoming. larger and better.

In either case, the result would be

an extended struggle very destructive to the economy.
Under South African and other pressure, Smith might agree to a
settlement which might include both the urban moderates and the ZAPU
guerrillas under Nkomo, but exclude Mugabe and ZANU.

The frontline

states would initially be unhappy, but if the combined forces of ZAPU
and the present Rhodesian Security Forces were able to minimize Mugabe's
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influence for a period of several years, the frontline states would
probably acquiesce in the settlement and deprive the ZANU guerrillas
of their sanctuary and supply lines.

One might conceivably see then

a moderate left government under Nkomo, implementing pragmatic and
successful economic development policies. The problem with this
scenario is the dependence upon an unlikely degree of South African
pressure.
In

ac~ordance

with the Anglo-American Initiative, it is barely

imaginable that the opposing armed forces could be substantially disarmed and an election held.

If such an elettion put Muzorewa in power,

alone or with other urban moderate leaders, the political situation
would probably polarize gradually into the civil war between urban
moderates and rural guerrillas outlined above.

But if it brought

to power a coal it ion of Muzorewa and Nkomo> or Nkomo alone, a stable
government could evolve after a few months of sporadic struggle.
Alternatively, even if the opposing sides were not completely disarmed, a stable government could conceivably evolve from an NkomoMuzowera regime after a year or so of rather muted armed struggle with
Mugabe and ZANU, which is finally curtailed by a combination of central
government success within Rhodesia and front] ine denial of sanctuaries
and supplies.
An election and other arrangements which simply put Nkomo or Mugabe
in power together could lead to an extended civil war, or to a radical
regime after an assassination or exile of Nkomo, or to a relatively
moderate regime after an assassination or exile of Mugabe.

In each
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of the latter cases there would be a relatively short period of intense
struggle between the ZANU and ZAPU organizations, but a relatively quick
resolution of such struggle is quite imaginable.
These brief scenarios could be supplemented with others in
and numerous ways.

varied

What is startling is that, although one can estimate

that certain of them are slightly more 1 ikely than others, the degree of
fragmentation of the Rhodesian polity is so great, and the level of information about crucial variables (e.g., rural black political sentiment and
economic expectations) so low, that it is virtua.lly impossible to narrow
down the list of scenarios to the usual manageable two, three, or four.
One must therefore fall back on a rather abstract comparison of the
principal Rhodesian parameters with the parameters for other African
and Third World countries.

The principal parameter which points in a

pessimistic direction is the extreme degree of political fragmentation,
a degree that is even more severe than was the case in Angola.

The higher

level of development of Rhodesia means that the power struggle will be
shorter than in Angola, but one can also imagine that it will be more
intense.

On the other hand, the

leve~of

literacy, of administrative

competence, of tolerance between blacks and whites,and of international
consensus regarding the principal aspect of a solution,all would lead
one to be relatively optimistic about the economic and political prospects for the new Zimbabwe.
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Zimbabwe's Economic Prospects
The economy will be driven by the political imperatives of the new
government rather than by any autonomous economic logic.

One cannot

analyze the detailed economic consequences of the transition, first because of the inescapable ambiguity regarding the structure and leadership
of the new government, and second

because the political leaders simply

do not have coherent economic programs, are not trained economists and
managers, and take advice from 1 ieutenants whose economic perspectives
are contradictory.

However, there are some baseline scenarios which

can be used to triangulate the problem.
First, any protracted conflict resulting from Smith's regime intransigence and continued guerrilla warfare would destroy the economy, as
would any of the scenarios which end up producing a war between black
factions of roughly equal power.

In these scenarios, the civil service

would be decimated, the private economy would be taken over for purposes
of military· control, the infrastructure would be severely damaged, and
whites would flee.

The fleeing of the whites would hamstring industrial

production and would throw out of work the very large proportion of the
black non-subsistence sector of the economy which is based upon personal
services to whites.

Agriculture, which is the backbone of Rhodesia's

relative prosperity, would be crippled by the emigration of the whites
who run the modern agricultural sector 9 and by the destruction of their
farms as they left.

The struggle would radicalize the politics of the

opposing parties and would lead to bureaucratic corltrol and

politic~.za

tion of the economy as both sides struggled to gain total control of
all available resources.

It might be decades before the economy returned

to its present standard of living.
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A second and opposite possibility is that a stable government would
be formed from a coalition of Nkomo and some of the urban moderates,
with Nkomo exercising the strongest political power and his followers
occu~ying

the most prestigious political positions in the society, but

with heavy reliance upon the existing institutions for managing the
economy.

Blacks would quickly move into most of the senior positions,

and inexperience would cause some disruption, but conceivably the
institutions would hold.

There would be heavy intervention to assure

rapid black movement into positions previously occupied by whites
throughout the economy, but most whites would not be left bereft in
this scenario.

Because of the relatively serious land envy, many

of the white farmers would be at least partially dispossessed, but
massive disruption of the economy and of the white presence in it
might be avoided.

Confusion as to economic goals, and as to the relation-

ship between economic goals and political survival,would lead to considerable inconsistency,but this could gradually be cleared up through
a learning process for the political leaders and through the gradual
assertion of the institutional influence of the civil service.

This

is an extremely optimistic scenario, both in the assumption that a
government so constituted could be stable, and in the assumption that
policies would be so moderate and competent.

Even this extremely

optimistic scenario would lead to an economy with more difficulties
at home and with the multinationals than the Botswana economy has had.
But it would also be an economy with advantages from the termination
of the embargo, from an inflow of foreign investment, and from a large
inflow of economic aid.
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Third, a Rhodesian government which encompassed Nkomo, Mugabe and
Muzorewa

would probably evolve in its economic policies into a struggle

in which Muzorewa was left on the sidelines.

Mugabe and Nkomo would have

to make competitive promises to their followers and to make constant
efforts to avoid being outflanked on the left.

This could lead to

rapid radicalization of economic policies and to competitive takeovers
of much of the economy in order to repay political debts.

The result

could be an economy which proceeded rather far in the direction that
Mozambique has headed,despite the firm intentions of both major political
leaders to avoid the Mozambican disaster.
evolve very

Such a political system coufd

far toward the Mozambican disaster, or it could evolve into

civil war, or else the early triumph of one of the principal parties to
the conflict, together with the early intimation of possible economic
disaster, could lead to a relatively fast learning process which would
return the economy to more moderate policies

after

a much shorter

period of time and with much less disruption than occurred in Mozambique.
The Rhodesian economy has far greater capacity to learn quickly, and
far greater capacity to snap back from a period of disruption than did
the economies of any of Zimbabwe's black neighbors at the time of independence.
In addition to these thumbnail sketches, it will be useful to pursue in somewhat greater detail the consequences of at least one scenario,
in order to obtain a baseline which one can then use in estimating the
economic consequences of a range of alternative political options.
For this heuristic purpose, and not in any effort to make a prediction 9
we can outline a base! ine economic scenario.
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A Somewhat Optimistic Baseline Scenario
for the Zimbabwe Economy
Suppose that the removal of the Smith regime occurs fairly smoothly,
and that there is a transfer to a government encompassing all of the
major political factions, including especially the fol(l.owings of Mugabe,
Nkomo, Muzowera and Sithole.

Suppose further that very quickly Nkomo

or a figure like him becomes relatively dominant but is unable to assert
complete control of the society.
tracted disorder

The frontline nations, fearing pro-

and continuation of regional economic

~roubles,

squeeze out most pockets of guerrillas out.side Zimbabwe, but
small guerrilla groups remain a problem for the government.

For two

years, various factions within the government attempt coups, realign
with each other, and create a sense of instability and uneasiness.
The leading figure in the government changes one or two times, but
the casualties are low (e.g., 250 people killed per year), and disruption is sporadic and does no·major damage to the infrastructure.
The first priority of such a government will be control, which will
imply an effort to centralize power as much as possible.

There will be

a struggle over every civil service job,as occurred in Kenya.

The most

tense and dangerous struggle would be between the Karangas and the
other tribes,and in fact

the unifying pressure on the government could

be the common struggle against the Karangas.

The first phase of strug-

gle would be for control over all potentially loyal military forces
and for disbanding of all potential opposition.

The second primary

struggle would be for control of the civil service.

The economic re-

sultsof such struggle will be inconsistent policy, arbitrary and disruptive decisions,and very high inflation--perhaps in excess of 100
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percent for a year or two.

Development would be almost completely dis-

regarded.
Unemployment would become severe because of the forced emigration
of many of the 250,000 non-Rhodesians and the fleeing of some proportion of the whites, together with the reduction of industrial and agricultural production due to uncertainties.

However, both the inflation

and the unemployment, as well as any possible food shortages, would be
kept within tolerable limits (by Third World standards) because there
would be substantial financial support from the United States (at least
initially) and from other Western countries, substantial support from
the IMF, a rapidly growing dividend from the termination of sanctions,
and whatever U.S. food aid is necessary

to relieve potential food

shortages.
The official ideology would change from a dedication to free enterprise to a dedication to socialist and redistributive ideals.

However,

this would not necessarily mean government controls over the economy
much more disruptive than the current heavy government management of
investment decisions, management of foreign exchange allocations, and
racial division of the economy.
The key to the future of the economy is agriculture.

Half of

Rhodesia's agricultural production is exported,and much of Rhodesian
industry consists of the processing of agricultural products.

The

bulk of export agriculture is produced on a very small percentage of
the white farms, and one must expect some disruption of their production
as blacks insist upon access to some of the most prosperous farmland.
A certain amount of squatting on white farms might well be tolerated
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by the government, partly from impotence, partly from a need to expand
the base of black political support for the regime.

But under this

scenario the government would become alerted and concerned fairly early
about the consequences of a massive takeover of the most productive agriculture; thus this process would likely not proceed to the point of
totally disrupting white agriculture.
Just as the agricultural sector depends upon the role of white
farms, so the whole wage sector (the non-subsistence sector) of the
economy is dependent upon a continuing white presence.

One-third of

the Rhodesian labor force of three million people is in the wage sector, with about one-third in agriculture, 30-40 percent in manufacturing,
and 15 percent in domestic service.

Each white job supports half a

dozen black jobs, so massive white emigration would cause very severe
unemployment among blacks.

Under this scenario,white emigration would

probably range between 10 and 20 percent of the 250,000 whites currently
living in Rhodesia.

The economy can tolerate a loss of 10 percent with-

out serious permanent damage.

Moreover, there would be a dividend from

the transition here, because 8-10 percent of the white working-age population are currently in military service.
Thus, within this scenario it is quite possible that the decline
of economic activity could be kept within tolerable limits in two
senses.

First the decline would not necessarily be permanent and

in fact there would be a strong basis for absorption of foreign aid,
possibly amounting to $50 million a year, and

~arge-scale

sibly amounting to as much as $100 mill ion a year.

loans, pos-

It would take time

to begin exploiting the trade potential opened up by the removal of
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sanctions, but the basis for such an expansion would not be destroyed,
Second, although unemployment would still be a severe problem, particularly in light of black expectations for rapid improvement of their
situation, it might be kept short of political explosion.
The great drama of course will be the struggle over the competing
goals of sound economic management and social justice--goals which are
in the Jong run quite consistent, but in the short run
tradictory.

seriously con-

Africanization of existing white management positions will

probably proceed very quickly, particularly in the public service.
However, only JO percent of the wage sector (approximately 100,000
jobs) consists of whites, and some proportion of those whites must be
retained.

The bulk of improved economic status for blacks must there-

fore be derived from some form of income redistribtition.

Rapid pro-

gress will be made even more difficult, ironically, because many barriers
to blacks have already been removed.

The public sector will be expanded

at considerable cost in inflation and efficiency,and education will
undoubtedly be drastically expanded.

The proportion of secondary and

college-educated students will be raised relative to primary school
pupils.

Major firms will be pressured to promote blacks and to hire

more, and there will be an attempt to reduce profits in order to provide
greater employment.

There will probably be 1 ittle effort

to impose

worker control or worker management schemes on the major corporations.
In the agricultural sector, land is available for 50-60,000 families
to be resettled without disrupting white agriculture.

However, it

is unclear whether there is the administrative capability to carry
out such a program,and it is unclear whether massive resettlement
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efforts would lead to stability or to radicalization of the disrupted
families.

Moreover, it is extremely likely that the popular demand

wi 11 not be for resettlement onto relatively virgin land but rather
for access to the more prosperous land of white farmers.
Just as none of the principal black political groups has articulated
a clear and coherent set of domestic economic priorities and programs,
1 ikewise there has been no statement of attitudes toward the multinational corporations.

Attention will undoubtedly be focused upon

land, education, housing,

job~

and racial justice, and the multinational

corporations will have 1 ittle independent salience for the new regime.
While there is undoubtedly some moderate resentment of the multinational
corporations' role in supporting Ian Smith's Unilateral Declaration of
Independence and in circumventing the international embargo, and while
certain foreign-trained ideologues will be ideologically hostile to
the multinational corporations, there is remarkably little record of
expressions of hostility to the multinationals as such.

An ideological

attack on the position of the multinationals does not seem to be in the
cards, except in the most radical and relatively unlikely scenarios.
But the multinationals wi 11 be major targets of pressure for improved
employment opportunities, and for revenues to pay for expanded public
services.

They may also become the occasional objects of rhetoric

designed to ·divert attention from some particularly intractable domestic
problem.

They must therefore expect at best to experience an initial

period of severe uncertainty and disruption, and it would be quite surprising if they were not even truly subject to demands for ful 1 or partial Zimbabwean ownershipof local mining facilities.

Throughout Africa
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It is the preservation of this institutional structure, together with
avoidance of massive emigration of whites that holds the key to
Rhodesia's economic future.
Rhodesia thus has before it the prospect of becoming an economic
showcase of black Africa.

It has the good fortune that the frontline

states, South Africa, the U.S., and the West all share an intense common
interest, for a variety of reasons, in facilitating such a future for
Zimbabwe.

But Zimbabwe also faces the stark possibility that political

fragmentation would lead to fighting between tribes, and between hostile
guerrilla groups, quickly destroying the economy and making Zimbabwean
politics for a time the plaything of less benign powers.

Chapter I I

OPTIONS AND PROGNOSES FOR ZIMBABWE:
ALTERNATIVE GOVERNMENTS AND THE
FRONTLINE STAIES

Ontions and Pror;noscs f'or Zirnbnbwe:
.Alternative <'.overnrnents and the !"rontline States
Robert I. Rotberg
MIT

•..;:

The parties to the Rhodesian conflict have long
the stability and

pros~erity

reco~ized

that

of southern Africa depends significantly

upon the manner by uhich a settlement is obtained and the colony's
Rhodesia as Zimbabue is iMportant to its region,

future arranged.

to its neip,hbors, and to the United States r,eoRraohically, strategically, econonically, politically, and--not least--psychologically
and symbolically.

The outcome of the onr,oinP, struggle f.or power

there will-as all the contenders know--shanP. both the irnnediate
future of the rep.ion and, hecatme of the int.creRt of South Africa
and external Western and Soviet forces, southern Africa'R longer
r anp,c future

M

well.

The contending and interMtC'd narties (even the liberation
~

roups) agree on only one point:

necessary and urr,cnt.

that an end to the war is both

Each of the part.:f.er; t including South Africa,

the liberation r,rou.1,s, the ft'ontl:f.ne states, and the external nmrnrs-but e:-:cluM.np, the Smith rer,ime--urgcntly desires a transfer of power
to

blacb~

diverp;c.

uhich is ncgnt:iatcd.

But beyond that point the contenders

There are fundnMcntal

d:tsa~reements

about the nature and

condi.tions of the pronosed trnnsfer of nower, nhout: the r,roups and
p crson!1 to wld.c!1 nnd to nltorn nm1cr shot1 lt! he

trnn~

fcrred

~

anti ah out
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how best to ensure social justice, economic prosperity, and stability
in the future Zimbabwe.

Indeed, there are poorly articulated but

n onethclcss real disap,recments over the <lesirabilitv and/or cornpatability of one or.another of these last three p,oals.
In recent months, as the Western initiative over Rhodesia has

..

.,. ·

produced few results and been attacked systematically by the Patriotic
Front, South Africa, and crit:f.cal Commonwealth nations, the front line
nations

~ave

oscillated in their attitudes aharply from optimism

to pessimism.

Now theirs is the

~essimism

of frustration and des-

p eration--frustration at the inability or failure of the Pest to
obtain South African support for an immediate end to white rule in
Rhodesia; desperation in terms of the damage continued warfare
(and the lack of a settlement) is doinr, and will do to their
economics and political ler,it:l.macics.

m"11

Desperation is also fostered

by the fear that warfare uill spill over (as it has sporadically)
onto their mm landr. and inhibit the growth of their own fragile
economies.

Prudence, counled with frustration and disillusionment,

mip,ht therefore dictate a moderatinp, of suonort hy the frontline
states for the liberation of Z:f.mhahwe.

But, desnite the costs and

the inherent danr,er.s, the commitment of the frontline states collectiveiy
and the pressure of each unon the others

is too Rreat for anv nolic:tes

other than a confrontation hon1e of desperation to motivate the
f rontline states in the nenrtcrm.

These very srune pol:tcies uill

have an impact upon the initiatives of the Hestern nowers and, more
directly, upon the Patriotic r'ront, uhich must continue to denend

-3upon the patronap,e of its host governments and the logistical F1upport
of the Soviet Union.
The creation of the Patriotic Front has heen the signal
accomplishment of the frontline states in their campaign against
white domination in Rhodesia.

At nresent, the frontline states

(Botswana· is less sure than the others) are therefore committed
',.i

,(as ratified by the Organization of

Afr~.can

Unity last month in

Libreville) to a future Rhodesia in which the Front nlays a dominant,
if not an All-encompassinr,, role.

For !fozmnbique, Anr,ola, and

Tanzania, the accession to !lower of the Front would nrovide a.
guarantee that white rule would not linp,cr in Rhodesia behind an
Ivory Coast-like or Gahon-like f acade--that the transfer of power
would satisfy symbolic an<l nsycholor,ical criteria and would hoost
the credibility of black Africa in the international sphere.

Of

equal importance to the same three frontline states, the cominR to
power of the Front would inhihit any cor.mromise or threat to the
ideolor,y of central planninr, which exists in each state; in the
short term Rhodesia would he p.;overned, believe these three states,

by a cadre of men sympathetic to an apnroach which is more socialistic
than capitalistic in nrmroach.

(This is not simply a Soviet-oriented

ideological preference on the nart of the Presidents Julius Nyerere,
S amor Machel, and Ar,oRtino Neto.

Rather they seek sunport for their

o'°m experiments and the lcr,itimacy that comes fror.t shared arrangements,
especially in a country potentially as wealthy its Zimbabwe.)
Botswana Rhares none of these aspirations, and is not very
P.xcited hy thP. kind of p,ovf?rnmcnt which is cnv:f.snp,ed bv Tanz.'ln:f.a,

-3upon the pat ronar,e of its host governments :tnlt thP-

1o~iAt1.c.'ll Hur>port

of the Soviet Union.
The creation of the Patriotic Front has heen the signal
accomplishment of the frontline states in their campaign against
white domination in Rhodesia.

'.

At t>resent, the frontline states

(Botswana is less sure than the others) are therefore committed
,(as ratified by the Organization of Afr:J.can Unity last month in
Libreville) to a future Rhodesia in which the Front nlays a dominant,
if not an a.11-encompassinr,, role.

For !fozambique, Anr,ola, and

Tanzania, the accession to !10Wer of the Front would nrovide a
guarantee that white rule would not linp,er in Rhodesia behind an
lvory Coast-like or Cabon-like f acade--that the transfer of power
would satisfy symholic an<l nnycholor,ical criteria and would hoost
the credihility of black Africa in the international sphere.

Of.

equal importance to the same three frontline states, the cominp, to
power of the Front would inhihit any connromise or threat to the
ideolor,y of central planninr, which exists :f.n each state; in the
short term Rhodesia would he governed, believe these three states,

by a cadrP. of men sympathetic to an ttpnrbach which is more socialistic
than capitalistic in nrmroach.

(This is not simply a Soviet-oriented

ideological preference on the nart of the Presidents Julius Nyerere,
S amor Hachel, and Ar,ostino neto.

Rather they seek sunport for their

own experiments and the lcr,itimacy that comes fror.l shared arrangements,
especially in a country potentially as wealthy as Zimbabwe.)
Botswana sh:n·es none of these as pi rations, nnd is not very
excited hy th<! kind of

p,ov~nunent

which is envlsnr,cd hv Tanz:m:J.a,

-4Angola, and Mozambique.

However, although Botswana is the most

vulnerable of the five because of the Rhodesian-mmed raihray which
is its 11 feline, and desires a neighbor which shares its mm ideolop,y
of prar,Matism and free enterprise, it is the least influential.
It disagrees with the others privately and acquiesces and supports

.

:~

.

.

thern publicly.

~

The Zambian will in and about P.hodesia is expressed personally
by

Presi~ent

Kenneth Kaunda.

His are the policies of the nation;

they do not, by all accounts, personify the national will, which
has become very chauvinistic- and consumer-oriented.

The sord:i.dness

and danp.ers of exile politics, the economic sacrifices which have
been deemed necesRtt.r;' or hlamcd ur>on the need to support the liberat:i.on
strup,p,le, and the common man's (now urbanized and more and more
middle

cla~rn)

p.rowinr, xcnonhobia have all soured Zambians, if not

their leadenthin, on confrontation for its mm sal-:.e, and on the
Patriotic Front.

There is a widespread sentiment in Zambia for

Bishon Abel nuzorewa.

nut this sentiment can still safely he ignored,

and President Kaunda is detemined, preferably by nep,otiations but
if necessary by protracted war, to install the Front in noHcr in
Zimbahwe.

In this case the association of the F'ront with notions of

central planning and socialism, however defined, is less important
than Kaunda's perflonal assessment that only the leadership of the
Front, and particularly Joshua Nkomo. can create and then lead a
strong and endurinr. new nation.
Savimbi's UNITA in the Angolan

For Kaunda, who backed Jonas
strup,~le,

the ties are personal and
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are larEely hascd on an assessMent of the capabilities of the var:f.ous
potential leaders.

lr.tportant, too, is Nkomo 9 s lep,it:l.macy as

conveyed by long involvement and historic centrality.
all, Kaunda views Nkomo

nR

uniting the country and

oreventin~

But, most of

the only Zimbabwean leader canable of
its subsef!uent takeover by a

military rep,ime of Harx:l.st orientation.

For him, even more than

pis fellow presidents, the need for a compatible government is
overriding.

.

Heto also backs Nkomo, but largely on account of

their shared patronage.
Although Kaunda, Ueto, Machel, and Nyerere have swung their
support behind the Patriotic Front, the last two see Nkomo's participation as te111porary and eXpedient.

Kaunda and Neto would like his

leadership to become conplete and the role.of the other arm of the
Front to uither.

These different views of. the utility of the

Patriotic rront, and of the nature and Quality of the Front itself,
contain the stuff of discord and nromise conflict in or. over an
independent Zimbabwe.
The unity of the Front is transient and frap,ile.

As in any

marriage of convenience, the purposes and motives of the partners
may and do differ.

Unitinp, for victory (and because the frontline

states demanded it) is insufficient to ensure commonality of puroose
or mutual cooperation after or even on the eve of independence.
Only the expressed British and f\merican determination to hold
elections in Rhodesia prior to independence, and the evident
popularity of Bishop Muzorewa uithin central 7.:tmbahwe, gives content
and meaninp to the alliance.

Without hin

surnrisin~

success and

-6the deterr.U.nation on the part of the frontline five that Rhodesia
shall have hut one liheration movement, the Front would never have
been created.
The Patriotic Front, which has no joint office or unified
military command, is comno9ed of two distinct parts between which
there is historic enmity, ethnic distrust, and deep-rooted rivalry.
'.:

,Originally, from 1957 when African nationalism in JU10desia entered
its modnm neriod and Joshua Nkomo was asked by younr,er r.ien to
head what he came successively the African Nati.anal Congress, the
National Denocratic Party, and then the Zimba1me African People's
Union {ZAPU), there was only a single organization of Africans
opposed to uhite rule.

Nkomo, T. George Silundil:a, Robert Mugabe,

N dabaninp,i 'sithole, and a number of others were its principal
leaders.

In 1961 Nkomo tcm!lorarily lost favor hy agreeing to

constitutional changes proposed by the British government and
supported by the white government of the day.

In 1963 he fled to

Tanzania to avoid arrest, again losinp, credibility among a nro!lortion
of his followers.

Whatever his motives, from about 1962-63 Nkomo

ber,;m to act less militantly than a nutttber of his followers.

The

younger, more educated Members of his entourage were particularly
displeased with behavior which to them seemed less militant than
appropriate.

From about 1962 this last p,roun became dissatisfied

with Nkor.io's leadP.rship or--to them--lack thereof.

.

Nkomo uas accused

of beinr, too willinp, to compromise with whites 9 of be:tng personally
'

too easy for whites to secluce with promises of luxurious living,
and of heing too non-ideological (in the sense that Hkomo had little

-7interest in debntes over socialism, capitalism, and so on).

In

the 1960s, too, younger militants saw that he accepted advice and
gave privileges only to his older associates, most of whom spoke
Sindebele, the minority but historically dominant language of
Rhodesia.

Many of the better-trained young men were from Shona-

speaking sections of the colony.

For them Nl:omo' s lep,itimacy,

•..;

.'

}Y'hich orip,inally stemmed from his early involvement with striking
railway workers and his association Hith the African politics

.

before the Congress of 195 7, had been dissipated by years of easy
living, ep,rcgious negotiatj.on errors, and a generally flabby
approach to what they considered the hard questions of nationalistj_c
tactics.

Nkomo's failures in 1953 and again in 1961, and his flip,ht

to Tanzania, disappointed then.

They sought soMeone more ascetic

and more willing to accept the argument that only violence could
free Rhodesia from white rule.
violence.)

(Nkomo did not then approve of

The fact that the younger men could never easily

explain away Nkomo's support from the masses failed to interrupt
their reverie with a future that excluded him.
For all of these reasons--ethnic, stylistic, ideolop,icnl, and
personal--in 1963 Sithole, '1u~ahe, and a number of the yQunp,er
militants broke mrny from Nkomo' s ZAPU and formed the Zimhabwe
African lfational Union (ZANU).
with

~lugahe

its chief

between Z/\NU ;md 7.APU

Si thole became its president,

orp,aniz(~r

r:uicl~ly

and second-in-command.

/mtap,onisms

grew bitter, with the better financed

ZAPU at first rcmaininr. dominnnt in internecine nationalist struggles
of the mid-1960s.

Hut even before Ian Smici1's aeclnration of

-8independence in 1965, the vhite government hannecl both ZAPU and
ZAUU and

i~prisoned

its top leadership.

Outside the country ZAPU

was the first to mount r,uerrilla attacks, but these were poorly
led and reflected the lack of training of their liberationist tyros.

.

In exile, ZAPU by 1970 was no more than a shrill hand of blusterers •

'

.

ZANU, meanwhile, was only active overseas.

But from 1972, after

·several years of t raininp., i t launched p,uerrilla forays from ZatT1hia
and oarts of Frel:f.mo-held

~1ozambique

which were remarkably successful.

(These attacks were succesi:;ful. in the sense thnt PJ10desian whites
became fearful and could no lonp,er ip,norc the threat of p,uerrilla
incurdom;.)

In terns of the rivalry between ZAlTU and ZAPU, these

military successes seemed to promise a victory which would snecifically
exclude Nkomo and others of the "old guard" who had been "too soft"
and too muddled to follow the model of nationalistic attack pioneered
by Frelimo.

After the cou!' in Portup;al (1974) nnd the availabiHtv

of safe havenR in HozaMhique (1975), it seemed that ZANU r,uerrillas
had a clear road to domination over ZAPU, if not SMith.

Indeed in

the early 1970s, with Ukomo (and Hugabe and Sithole) still in
detention, Kaunda and Hyerere larr,ely backed ZA.\IU, then led hy
Herbert Chitcno and .Tosinh Tonr,or,ara, its field commander.
Another fip,ure bcc;mc prominent in 1971, when the then British
government nr,reed to trannfer nower and le~itif!lacy to Smith if he
could obtnin the con.cient of the hlnck rna1ority.

To ascertain thP.

views of these six million 'Thn<leRians, Britain sent a large

~roun

(the Pearce Conmission) of noliticians and former civil servants
(

includin'~

soT'1c colonial r,ovcrnors) to J'J1odcsia to hold mcet:tnr.s

-9(indahas) with urban and rural Africans.

As a pnrt of the Rhodesian-

British acrcemcnt, a number of second-echelon ZANU and ZAPU leaders
were released from prison.

They formed the African National Council

(ANC) to mobilize African opinion against the nroposed devolution
of power to Smith.

..

~4'·

As thc:f.r leader, the ex-detainees (Edd:f.son

Z vobp,o, Edson Sithole, etc.) asl:cd Abel Huzore\rn, a Methodist bishon,
to assume the mantle of leadership.
secure mostly in rclir,ious favor.
choice nho proved capable of

~iving

He was then apolitical and
For them, he was an excellent
the stamn of respectability

to what was, sub rOfrn, a rem10nably militant organization determined
to frustrate the proposed transfer by encourap,inp; Africans to give
a firmly ner,ative answer to the m'linion-seeking Pearce Commission.
But, ns a rcr-;ult of their successful ahility to mobilize African
s entimcnt

ap,ain~t

thP.

h;mdow~r

to Smith, Dishop Muzorewa p,ained

stature and as the riilitants one by one left the country or were
arrested, his

credihilit~1

and leadership grew.

!foreover, t.fuzorewa

had not been narty to the nationalist feuds of the 1960s, and that
helped.
When Nkomo, Hup;nhe, Sitholc, and others were released from
priaon and detention in 1974, !1uzorewa was still a force with which
to he

recl~oned.

Although Kaunda and Nyerere tried to brinp; all

of the leaclcrs together in one common organization, the success of
the ZANll r,uerrillas made them reluctant to nlav n secondary role
behind a leader like Nkomo, whom they failed to resrect 9 or Huzoreua,
who hnd few credentials of militancy.

Hup,abe and Si thole had meanwhile

f! rmm ncrsonally nntar,onir.tic j_n prison, and

~tup.nhe

led the

ma~

or.
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portion of 7.ANU out of the old organization into the guerrilla
camps in ltozambif]ue.

Si thole thus lost his following, and retained

only a minor conntituency within Rhodesia.

Thus, from the end of

the long imprisonment ttntil the Geneva negotiations of 1976, PJiodesia/
Zimbahwe had not one or two, but four. contending nationalist
o rganizatiorrn •
.'

The basis of their differences were nersonai and historical.
But they were nlso tactical, Hugabe espousing all-out violence
and usinr, more extreme lanr,uap,e, the others less so.

And they were

ethnically chauvinistic in a way which was new and more irreconc ilable thnn ever before.
nearly

Of Rhodesia's six million Africans,

80 percent speak Cishona.

The remainder speak Sindebele.

Nkomo and many (but not all) of his liP.utenants speak Sindebele.
Only a very few, however, are of royal blood, or true Ndebele.
Several important ones, like Josiah and Ruth Chinamano, are Cishona
speakers.

Nkomo and ?:APU drew on a Sindehele speaking base and,

accurately or not, ZAPU' s appenl from about 1974 has been larp,ely
baP.ed on itG linp,uistic affinities.

Of the 4.8 million Shona,

nearly half are from the Karanr,a area of the south.

By 1974 they

had compooi:!d the hulk of the black soldiers in the Rhodesian army
and dominated the Z.ANU r,uerrillas.
(Rex Uhonr,o) are hoth Karanr,a.

TonP,or,ara and Simon Mutuuswa

Hany of the political leaders

closely allfod in Mozambique with the soldiers arc Karanfla.
is not a

l~aranga,

~fup,abe

coning from the Zezeru area nortlmest of Salislrnty.

But he has p,a:l.ned the backing of the guerrillas and, since 1975,
has been their nolitical

spo 1 ~csman

and, less asouredly, leader.

He

-11is ascetic and dedicated, uith a fervent streak which contrasts
starkly with that of Nkomo.

Without Karanga support, ?iuRabe uould

have no stronr, ethnic political base.

Likewise Sithole discovered

after the split with Hugabe that he, too, had no important ethnic
constituency.

An Ndau, his Cishona-speaking followers are few

numerically and locat<?d larr,ely in the eaRt of the country alonr.
. '

-the border with Hozamhique.

~-fuzorewa

alRo sneaks Cishona, but

his version of the lanr,uar,e is that of Central

~fashonaland--the

area around Stll:f.sbury and traditj.onally the politically most attuned
part of the colony.

Any assessment of modern Rhodesian nolitics

must take into account these ethnic realit:f.es.

The cleavages

which they represent will endure, and bedevil the integration and
s

tahilit~r

of Zimbalme.

Such cleavar,es would be less worrisome if the Patriotic Front
had a widespread national follmtinB.

Unhappily, however, the Front

remains an artific:f.nl construct with no vcrifiahly independent
existence.

Until recently Hugahc's ZANU half was the stronger.

With ahout 1000 r,uerrillas in the field, another 2000 to 3000 in
camps in !!ozaMhique and a further 3000 to 4000 in trnininr, in
Tanzania, i t H.:ts rcceivinr, a stendy flou of matcrfel from and thr.nup,h
Mozamhiciue nnd Tanzania nnd had de1T1onstrated a satisfactory ability
to threnten P.hodcsian control of the isolated eastern and northeastern sectionr; of the colony.

With steady Chinese and sor.ie inter-

mittent Soviet and/or eant bloc support ZANU seemed poised to
dominate events in a black-ruled Zimbabwe.

The alliance of

Karan~a

s ol<licrs led by Tonp.op,nra (Soviet-trained) nnd ~!utuuswa (Chj.nese-trained)
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and Mugahe, the erstwhile poHtical commissar, seemed far more
effective and lasting than observers would have supposed.

The same

trio also had the support of Hachcl and the armed forces in Mozambique.

For a time (in 1975 and again during the Geneva meetinRs

of 1976) this congeries of force made it abundantly clear that a
settlement with whites was less desirable than outright military
·.;

;victory after a protracted strusp,lc.

Although if it comes to an

elect ion Hugahe' s ZANU can probably count upon the uncoerced
support of the bulk of. the Knranr,a--a very l.arp,e hut politically
untutored hloc--and m.anv urhan intellectuals, his nnd Z.i\tTU' s arineal
cannot hope to be un:f.versal.

Horeover, ZJ\NU existed above r.round

for too brief a period in the 1960s to have developed an extensive
national organization.

'."'or ZANU a negotiated settlement which

resulted froM black military success would be far preferable to
any which derived from Western pressure upon South Africa (and,
by extension, on r.hodesia).
The Front 1 rt ZAI'U half, led by Nkomo, has managed a surprising
renaissance over the last six months.

Rhodesia's destruction of

ZANU camps in Mozambique helpE?d r,ive a comparative advantage to
ZAPU, but stout Soviet support, the fresh backing of Kaunda, and a
renewed detemination on Nkomo's part have proved sip,nificant.
A year. ago ZAPU's military arm could claim no more than 1000 soldiers.
Now sMall

r.~uads

penetrate

north\1<~stern

Rhodesia and shoot their uay

with rclati.vc ease toward the Tuli block area of Botswana.

Several

hundred are in the fielo, several thousand arc in the final

~tages

of readiness for conhat in car.ms in Zambia, and another 600n,

-13according to reliable renorts, nre bcinr, tra:l.ne<l.

There has been

a celebrated exodus from Rhodcsin into Rotswana near l"rancistown.
The flights of

the~e

nutative freedom fighters continue (nara-

dorlcally in Rhodesian-owned aircraft leased to a South African
cover firm and flown by IlotsHana-hired South African pilots)
on a thrice daily basis.
·Of recruits.

In swn, ZAPU is gathering in the bulk

For the first t:Lme in the struggle against Rhodesia

ZAPU can legitimately claim that it is pnrtidpating in the military
strur,gle.

But as important as it is to Nkono and his sunporters

to appear credible on the military front, ZAJ>U's new fighting
capability is intended primArily to counter the ootential transition
period or post-independence influence of ZANU's armed might.

Since

the early 1960s all of the black grouns have devised their strategies
for the pursuit of power more than the

~aininr,

of freedom.

rivalries and distrust remain; the recipe for civil war only

In 1977
lacl~s

the ingredient of a poorly arnanp,ed or administered transition
from colonial rule to independence.
Ideolor,ically, the two uinr,s of the T'ront nre divided,

Tongop,ara,

Mutuumm, and the Karanp,n intellectuals (many of whom are Arnericant rained) who hnve eMcrp,cd only occnsionally from Mozambiq.ue still
espouse rather doctrinnire

~larxist

ideas nbout the desirability of

a fully planned, centrally-directed economy in accord with
Mozambiqu.:m rhetoric.

nut junt as '-fachel hns acted pragmatically,

so there is likely to be a heavy dose of realism lurking behind
ZA.lW 1 s enunciated principles.

Certainly Mup.;abc, whose speeches

in China nn<l hi:> oft-expressed antap,onillM to special privifop.es
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for whites have Riven little comfort to suoporters of free enterprise (notably Sir Scrntse Khnma), iR much more !)ragmatic than he
usually aripears.

A year ap,o he privately expressed his horror

at what !fachel had done to the Hozambiquan economy.

He has lived

in Ghana under Nl:r.urnah and would not be the first to seek the

-

,

·..:

destruction of the modem economy and infrastructure which rjrovides
the basis of Rhodesia's vealth.

But, given some scenarios of.

independence, Hur,abe May not he free to lead Zimbabwe according
to his own asse11sment of the ways best to attain desired goals.
Politicians, especially those who have over the years but
occasionally espied the promised land through narrow keyholes, may
he f orgivcn for alterinr, their ideologies to suit circumstance and
patron.

Hugahe may have shifted his views more than is assumed.

But it is even harder to credit the fervent espousal of state
socialism which has been uttered in recent months by Nkomo.

A

sometime husincssman uho has nlMost always en1oyed the backing of
liberal coMI':lcrcial interests in P.hodcsia (and, for a time, in South
Africa), !TI<.0Mo iR an unreconstructed canitalist who is almost
certain to dis n!)point
True, one of

Nl~omo'

th~

ideological hopes of his Soviet hackers.

s key lieutenants has been close to the Soviets

for more than a decade, hut one suspects a pragmatic streak not
far below the surf ace of the rhetoric of this particular aide.
Moreover, others among Nkomo's inner circle include virulent,
outspoken protnp,onists of liberal capitalism and, more precisely,
of the kind of personal liberties which are not common in Marxistp,overne<l stat<'r>.

A few weeks flRO, in r.uyana, Nkorno told

Amhas~nr1or

-17and sanctions) a rohust economy.

But this optimism must be temnered

by the realization that even Nkomo and Huzorewa will need to

demonstrate their true independence at the e:x:nense of, probably,
established multinational extractive enterprises.

The new state

will think that it has stronger leverage, whatever the realities

..

of the teclmolor,ical position.

And, given the presence of Hugabe

.and others farther to the left, Zimbabwe can hardly be expected
to reflect the ideolop,ical unaniMity of a Botst'ISna.

.
will not work

This tension

in favor of preferred conditions for a foreign

enterpri.se, and the lenst favored will be those knmm to or
suspected of havinr, cooperated with or abetted Rhodesian rule since
19GS.

A reputation, deserved or not, for harsh labor relations,

reliance

u~on

Mip,rant labor, and similar sins can also be e:x:nected

to detract from a particular concern's barr,aininp, nosition after
independence.

A multiplicity of investment onnortunities, and

the likelihood thnt a variety of foreigners will clamor for
opportunity in

Zimhabm:~,

should also act to limit an established

firm's inherited (or developed) nosition.

Only the need for its

d emonstrnhly nonsuhstitutnble exoertise, the development of

A

relationship of trust hetween hlack leaders an<l the concern, a
willinr,ness to reorder relations between the concern and the
government, and/ or special circumstances c1tn tilt the bargaining
balance in the direction of the foreign enterprise.
Precisely hou the coninp, of independence will affect multinational cornorntlons
of power is achi.evcd.

de~ends

unon the manner by which the transfer

In Aup,ust 1977, on the eve of what could he

-19front.

Two yearn ago Smith hoped to "do a deal" with Nkomo.

Now he r.iay hope to transfer the trapnings of nower to Huzorewa
and Sit hole uhifo keepinr, the engines of that oower in white hands.
This kind of deal Huzore\rn is pledged to re.1 ect.

(Si thole has

tended to waver in recent weeks, larr,ely because his own role
is so tenuous.)

Muzormrn knmrs that his hold on leeitimacy is

.weak ancl that he can ill afford to connive at a transfer of power
which could easily be challenged by the Front, its patrons, and the
West,

However, three factors are beginning to uork in

favor:

J~uzorewa's

1) exiles, soM.e of whom were among the founders of Zim-

babwean nationalism, are coming home from Lusaka and Dar es Salaam
to work with 1-!uzorewa; 2) violence within urban PJ1odesia has begun
to uorry middle-class blacks and the pertletuation of the war has
begun to \Teary ordinary citizens in the patron states, like Zambia;
and 3) rightly or wronp,ly demonstrations of su11port for Huzorewa
have unclemined the confidence of outsiders in the ability of the
Patriotic Front to achieve a substantial victory :tn any externally
s uperviscd election.
It is therefore nt last plausible thnt a white Rhodesian government could next month--hef ore the Patriotic Front is able to launch
its summer of fensive--devise a olan for the trnnsfer. of power to
blacks by means of elections in January or February.
would hnve to he drafted

t~1icl1

A constitution

fulfilled most of the criteria

set out by the West in their dealings this year·with Smith.

The

sum of these arrangements would have to approximate p.enuine
majority rule on a full hlocl: franchise,

If citerc were clauses

-20which protected the persons and properties of whitcs 9 the West
and the frontline nations could hardly complain.

Indeed, if

provisions for the impartial supervision of elections were sur,eested
which were capable of allayinp, Western and indir,enous fears--a
criterion unlikely to he met--then it would be difficult for such
a transfer of power to be derided as illep;itimate.

Huch would

.depend, of course, on the real. distribution of riower and on the
ability of exiles, whatever their politics, to contest the election.
Given the willinp,ness of
be difficult for

"~uzorewa

~mith

to r.o or be pushed this far, i t uould

to refuse to accept the opportunity to

contest such an election and to lead any resultant p,overnmcnt.
It might also be very difficult for the West, and even some of
the frontlinc states, to burkc such an arrangement.

In it could

be the makings of a solution to today's J?.hodesian dilemma, especially
if ?tozambiquc and Zambia were persuaded to rein :f.n the guerrillas
which operate from their territories.

A government which issued

from such a favorable conj unction of forces would be well !)laced
to maintain post independence stability and to T>rovide an atmosphere
conducive to foreign investment.
Such a scenario could he realized.

Hut for twelve years the

whites in Rhodesia have cleverly outwitted Western. attemT>ts to
sanction or cajole them into submission.

They have been led by

an able and unscrupulous premier who is more a manipulator than a
racist.

He \lants to preserve pouer for himself and for whites,

but is not an ideolor,ue.

Smith will barr,ain himself out of power

only \Then it is apparent to Id.m thnt

t~1cre

is no other alternative
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and when such ncp,otiationn seem to hold out the likelihood of a
better future for whites than negotiations after subsequent
guerrilla victories.

To make an internal settlement work Smith

or Frost needs to be r,enerous (or realistic) and self-abnegating
in ways which would be new.
'.;

Absent realism or prap,tnatism on the

part of. whites, the millenniuJ11 of the j.nter.nal scttleMent will
'probably not occur.
Africa.

?tlllennialism in politics is rare, even in

T,ess ideal and wcll-or.clered scenarios arc inherently

more persuasive.
The guerrillas could over.come
peace terns.

R.~odesinn

resistance and dictate

Althoup,h the Rhodesinn army, with continued South

African support in the form of munitions and fuel (and absent a
mutiny of its black cadres) could probably withstand p.;uerr:l.lla
incursions for years, the present level of coI!lhat cannot sustai.n
emigration rates of 10()0 n month indefinitely.

Hor can the economy

of Rhodesia endure the burden of large scale call-ups and the frequent
absence of productive manttp,ers and Horkers.

Han:v ob!'lervers talk

of an outside limit of three years before Rhodei:da--gi ven today's
level of conhat--woul<l be compelled to sue for neace.

Yet long

before that point the desperate PJ10desians mip,ht feel compelled
to try preemptive strikes against RUerrilln camps in Zambia as well
as Hozm11hique.

Such escalation uould \Tiden the wnr but could, g:.f.ven

the obvious reaction, hasten the neace,

tforeovcr, from the Rhoderiian

point of vim1, cnrryinr, thP. '1ar to the hitter. end would prove the
kind of ganb le to uhich Smith has inured his hackers.

On onst

e xpericncc, too, 11.fricnns mip,ht succumh to internecine conflict

-22nnd thus pcrnit whites to perpetuate their her,cmony.

If rivalry

between Hutuus\la and Tongogara should turn bloody and bitter,
then the fighting ahility of the most experienced r,uerrilla
movement is hound to suffer.
groups have avoided

th~

So fnr, however, hoth main guerrilla

kind of public schisms which have so

crippled SWAPO' s battle for Nrunibia.
·.;

There are no sure answers, but only a gambler would predict
the ability of whites to sustain their rebellion for more than a
few years more.

The longer that they can, the more surely they

will erode the forces of moderation; the African p,overnment which
gains power as a result of battlefield victory is ant to be far
more committed to authoritarianism and, even if Nkomo is then still
a leader, to radical rearrangements of the economy.

(Bv that point,

too, the economy may have heen weakened beyond easy renair.)

No

established foreir,n enterprise, much less South Africa and the
powers of the West (or even Zambia) would welcome a nower that
emerged from the barrel of a p,un.

F.ven if in the meditun term

such a government would nrobably return to the path of economic
pragmatism, in the short term confiscation of existing extractive
industrieR uould constitute a high priority.

It could be worse,

too, for the leaders of tomorrow's military would be far more uncompromising than today's politicians.

Beholden to their distant

9atron5, they would he anxious to demonstrate ideological purity
and coflUllitment.
!fost middlevays nre more prohahle.

n ritain are heavily coJlllllitted to

The llnited. States and

r.e~olvinR

the Rhodesian <lilcmMa

-23before conflict there embroils the superoowers in any direct mnnner,
and before all hope for white participat:J.on, stability, and economic
growth are destroyed.

Lacldnr, any direct influence on Smith, the

'
powers of the West must work through South Africa,
the United States
b einr, determined to trade nothing for South Africa's cooperation.

..

0 thers will indicate why South Africa has been slow to act in her

·.:

_admitted self-interest, and why no immediate scuttling of Rhodesia
is likely.

Even so, a peaceful transfer of power is inherently

~

beneficial to South Africa.

A willingness to assist the /mf!lo-

American effort cannot but assist her fragile relations with both
powers.

Therefore it may not be polyannish to assume that South

Africa will ar,ain be able to persuade Smith (should he win at the
polls) to transfer poucr, i f not in the ideal manner indicated
earlier, then hy some other Means.

The Hest and South Africa may

even be able to persuade Smith that unless the Patriotic Front is
s omehov involved in the settlement the ltar will continue to a
bloody, uncomfortable end.

An. election Runervised internationally

{or by the coloni.nl rower) Hould satisfy most criteria and could lead
to peace.

It could also orovide the surest guarantee of "uerrilla

disarnament (since only such a settlement Hould have the full backing
of the front line states) and of substantial aid funds from the West.
There is no easy uay to predict the outcome of an election.
If

blacl~

and white opportunities for coercion were limited, victory

would probably go to that p,roup which best comhincd organizational
ability, ethnic mobilization, and personal appeal.

At present it

is probable thnt Nkomo' s ZAPU has maintained the most extensive

national

oq~anization.

Hkomo 0 s appeal to the masses cannot be

discounted; it extends beyond and encomrasses his ethnic anpeal.
Others in his entourage would have an appeal to particular cons titucmcies.

It is reasonahle to assume that Nkomo could do almost

as well on a national basis as Muzorewa, with his armeal to the
central Shona, and perhaps to the middle-class throughout the
•.;

;country.

Hugabe and his followers could only count U'()on the
I

Karanga vote.

The stun might be enough for a victory of. the Nkomo-

Mugabe coalition upon which they now count.

If so, each would

vie \Tith his armed or formerly armed supporters for hegemony.
Alternatively, a nkomo-?!uzorewa alliance uould arouse the enmity
of the Karanp,a and the then ex-guerrillas.

Either result, indeed

almost any combination, is a recipe for further civil war or a
s cries of coups d'etat if no mechanism can be devised definitively
to disarm all of the guerrillas and/or maintain the peace after
independence.
Even a government hy coalition which docs not innnediat<:?ly
lead to war will be fraught wHh dangers for outside coroorations.
T enAion vithin a p,overnment of conf:Hct uould probably lead to the
kinds of demands uhich would return extractive industries to the
control of the state.

llntil a secure government emer.p,ed, nressure

on multinationals would be a convenient and politically rewardinp,
posture.
Only 1) p;ivcn an outrip,ht, legitimized pol:l.tical takeover
by ltuzorcua (and Sithole), or 2) by Nkomo alone or in comhination,

and the exclusion of r,ucrrillas and their present leadershfo,

-26A mechanism for the effective nreservation of lau and order

durin~

and followinr, a trannitional neriod is a primary prere<tuis:f.te of
a meaningful settlement.

If Smith's army is defeated in the field

or security in the country collapses, obviously the satisfaction
of this first requireMent will be especially difficult.

The Anglo-

American' suggestion that guerrillas be incorporated into the existing

..
~

military apparatus also appears, on initial inspection, to be
unhelpful with rer,ard to the preservation of law and order.
subsequent control over the guerrillas and the

~uality

But

of their

incorporation, not to mention the nature of their retraining,
might in fact enhance rather than detract from the keeping of order.
From a realistic pernpective any subordination of the guerrillas
to the existing military nnd police connnand mir,ht prevent rather.
than exacerbate internecine conflict.

The superiml)osition of a

British or international command structure would not necessarily
hinder the maintenance of law and order if--a crucial if--either
sufficient, impartial outsiders were recruited or today's Rhodesian
coMmand structure was simply
othervise left intact.

~rnhordinated

to the outsiders hut

The prevention of coups and civil wars

could well be enhanced by an adoption of one or more of these
procedures.

Alternatively the absence of a well-trained, locally

e xperienccd force (whatever the officers) could make post-transition
conditions precarious and obviate serious efforts at development.
Similarly, i t is in the interest of the ncm

~ovemment

of

Z imhahwe to draw as much as posr.iihle on the adMinistrative exnerience
of the existinp, bureaucracy.

The extent to which middle and hip.her

-27level civil scrvantA arc or are not frightened away will benefit
the reconstruction efforts of the new state.

The saMe homily

is relevant to the manap,erial classes in the private sector.

If

the experiences of Zambia and Kenya are relevant to ZimhahweP
bureaucrats and manap,ers will stny initially if the transition
is neither painful nor frightening.

But there is the more recent

Mozambi(juan model.
Law ancl order and managers and bureaucrats are both essential
to the preservation, for ultimate black benefit, of the Rhodesian
economy.

To a surprisinp, extent aBriculture is still the heart of

the economy; the industrial and extractive sectors benefit from the
ripple effect of agricultural prosperity.

Black businessmen,

teachers, and clerks, as well as any and all black governments,
will be affected even more than the handful of white farmers or
multinational cornorat:tons uho now are in the public eye of the
economy.

A rapid, orderly settlement would obviously enhance the

likelihood thAt this rohust economy would be preserved, if not
enhanced, hy the lifting of sanctions.

If Smith delays too lonp,,

warfare comes to the cities, or security deteriorates and whites
flee, then foreir,n cornorations, alMost irrespective of the
i dcolor,y of the black victor, uill inevitahly find the resultant

atmosphere unattractive.
It is still not too late for Rhodesian \7hites to maxim:tze their

chances of continuinp, •to prosper in the new Zimhahwe.

Providing

the kind of cond:.l.tions which end the hostilities, leRitimate the
transition, nn<l compel the participntion in free elections of all
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of the contending parties is
reach.

essential~

and still within a long

A lack of ambiguity about the real independence of any

new r,overnment, a full franchise, a reasonably lengthy period during
which to campaign, and a respectable method of sunervising the
elect ion and transferring nowet are all prere<1uisites.

Bargain:lnp.

with the West permits a bridge and, when there .is agreement,
.'

.the kinds of guarantees \rhich both sides now lack.
could follou.

Disarmament

Conceivably some such arranp.ement would sunder

the Patriotic front and lead to a commonality of purpose between
Nkomo and Muzorewa.

Or more sil'!l!lly, it might isolate the guerrillas.

Whatever enr.ues constitutionally, multinational corporations cannot
think about Rhodesia with as much optimism if, on 'the other hand,
either an internal nettlement or

prolon~ed

warfare become the means

for a windinr, drnm of the Hhodesian conflict.

I:ven the internationally

approved form of devolution hns its risl':B.

Each halt dm-m the road

of devolution will develop its own dangers.

On past exper.ience the

passage uill be rour,h and only for the strong and confident.
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By
Ian Hume
Now that the transfer of power from whites to blacks in Rhodesia
is imminent, the critical question should no longer be about the colour
of people in control, but rather of whether the transition will succeed
in delivering to blacks at large those benefits which, in their
tions, they have attached to the acquisition of power.

aspira~

These benefits,

I believe, are seen most importantly as economic rather than social or
political.

Clearly, one should not underestimate the enormous emotive

impact which blacks will experience simply from being in power and suddenly becoming the designers of the social structure in which they have
formerly been only residual participants.

While recognizing the imper-

tance of these factors, however, it should be remembered that there are
yet other aspirations for more land, more jobs, higher incomes, better
homes and education which are arguably of equal or greater significance.
There is a widely held feeling among blacks that, somehow, these
things, too, will follow from black rule, but little has been done to
articulate exactly how this will arise.

Rhodesia ranks at the lower

end of the middle income group of developing countries.

It is much more

highly developed than Zambia, Tanzania or Mazambique, and for this reason
has more to lose from an unstable transition.

Notwithstanding this, it

remains a developing country in which, like other such countries, it is
simply not possible to guarantee by any means (let alone by merely changing the structure of political power) that more jobs, higher incomes and
the rest will be made available for those demanding them.

While the
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political transition will clearly bring with It the instruments to effect
a reordering of the blacks' relative position in the economy compared to
whites (basically through a combination of Africanization, land reallocation,and wage-profit redistribution) there are no instruments of political power which.can automatically alleviate such absolute conditions as
an overall low per capita income, an acute insufficiency of wage paying
employment,and fiscal revenues which are simply incapable of providing
secondary education for more than a small minority of the country's burgeoning population.
At present,Rhodesia's population growth (some 3.6 percent per annum)
expands the labour force by something around 110,000 a year.

To provide

jobs in the wage sector for all of this increase would require an annual
investment of around Rh$ 800-900 million, or about 40 percent of GNP, a
target which would be very difficult to achieve.

During the period of

most rapid economic growth (before the 1976 recession), when job creation
was at its greatest, the investment level was around Rh$ 450 million and
employment increased at a rate of about 50,000 new jobs a year.

While

this catered substantially for new male entrants to the labour force,
it still constituted a number of new jobs less than half the total number
of people reaching working age in the same year.

To meet a rising ex-

pectation for more jobs, therefore, a new political situation would need
to herald in a period of accelerated investment beyond present levels.
How will the political transition itself affect the critical relationship between investment and employment growth and what model for the
economy can be advocated in the post transition period to best sustain
the growth in job opportunities and incomes?

These questions are really
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another way of asking whether economic stability can be maintained during
and after political transition,and whether the ensuing economic regime
will be authoritarian socialist or largely free enterprise.

That is,

will the transition involve two leaps (from white to black rule and from
free enterprise to socialism) or just the one leap from white to black
rule?
It is impossible to predict what degree of economic stability will
be sustained during and after the transition.

It seems clear, however,

that there will be a close correlation between the degree of instability
and the extent to which a 'two leap' transition with a radical economic
regime emerges as the probable outcome.

'Instability' in this sense could

be measured by the number of whites who leave and the extent to which
blacks substituting for them fail to sustain the level of economic activity.

The causality in this correlation could run in both directions:

if whites panic and flee regardless, the economy will collapse,and reconstruction (on the lines of Mozambique) will require a centralized
and authoritarian regime; if on the other hand there is an attempt to
impose some variation of a centralized socialist system this itself would
both drive whites out and antagonize existing black business, leading to
the same result.
Since there is now a widespread acceptance among whites of impending
black rule and a general preference to stay, conditional on the nature
of the regime, it seems that those involved in the present negotiations
ought to see themselves as having a real choice between a 'one leap' and
a 'two leap' transition.

So far as it is possible to speculate on these

matters, what can be said about the likely differences between these two
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options in terms of their impact on the structure of employment and
incomes and their relative capacities to deliver to the black population
at large something of the aspirations it attaches to gaining political
control?
Under a 'one leap' transition, with a reformist economic regime and
minimum white flight, it is possible to envisage something of an investment boom which will create conditions in which such things as land
reform and wage prof it redistribution become sustainable alongside an
expansion of jobs in the wage sector.

It is seldom realized how much

scope there is for restructuring the economy in favor of blacks without
destroying the economic base built up by white interests or disrupting
national production.

Properly managed, there is ample land available for

reallocation without destroying the productive elements of what is currently white farming.
Equally, there appears significant scope for wage-profit redistribution in the major industrial sectors without dislocating existing
business interests and without generating inflation.

The profit share

of value added in manufacturing, mining and agriculture has increased
several points during the last decade.

Restoring the share to what

it was in 1970,and paying the remainder to black labor,would allow nondestabilizing wage increases of between 25 and 40 percent.

Presumably

this would be a significant start in meeting the income expectations of
the black majority.
A reasonably stable 'one leap' transition would, of course, also
enable the country to benefit both from the fillip of foreign development assistance and from foreign private direct investment, which together
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would accelerate the investment boom.

In these conditions the economy

would have both the administrative ability to absorb and the debt capacity to service Official Development Assistance at around Rh$ 100-150
million a year, with some additional volume of private foreign investment.
Added to the local investment level, which would no doubt be enhanced
'

in these circumstances, these flows could raise total investments above
Rh$ 600 million, and would generage 60,000-70,000 new jobs a year.
How does this prospect compare with that which could be envisaged
under a 'two leap' transition involving a radical restructuring of the'
economy along socialist lines with state ownership and central management?

For reasons unrelated to the desirability or otherwise of social-

ist principles--and some of these principles such as that or a more
equitable distribution of income should clearly be pursued in Zimbabwe-it seems likely that such a model would prove less effective than its
'reformist' counterpart in meeting the expectations of the people.

Three

considerations may serve to justify this view.
First, social ism can only be effective .if the central administration
of the economy is strong.

Judging by the experience in other politically

emergent developing countries, this is probably unlikely to be the case
in a revolutionized Zimbabwe.

Second, industrialization has succeeded

under socialism principally where there has been a productive peasantry
to provide (wittingly or otherwise) the agricultural surplus needed for
industrial investment.

The peasantry in Rhodesia (as in all of Africa)

lives so close to subsistence that there is very little to be squeezed
from this sector for capital accumulation.

Given the certainty that

private industrial investments would cease under State ownership, this
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makes foreign aid indispensible to the task of boosting investment to
levels commensurate with reasonable wage employment generation.

In

socialist countries, however, it seems the exception rather than the
rule that any significant reliance is placed on foreign aid.

This is

partly for doctrinal reasons, no doubt allied to the fact that development aid is overwhelmingly from OECD rather than socialist countries.
Considering also that private venture capital is seldom attracted to
developing countries propounding state ownership principles, this ls a
third reason why the socialist option penalizes the people, by denying
them the benefit of more job opportunities from the investment of imported
savings.

In addition to these considerations it would also seem that

in Zimbabwe's case the major structural collapse in investment, wage
employment and income growth which would follow the adoption of a socialist model would set the economy back several years.

In this situation

(of which Angola and Mozambique provide forerunning examples) it would
seem unlikely that there would be the administrative capacity to handle
a significant volume of development aid, even if it were sought.

Thus,

the savings available for growth would be less under this model.

It

would therefore start both far behind and have a slower engine than the
'reformist' alternative.
Some figures may illustrate the sort of magnitudes involved here.
At present there are about I million blacks in wage employment in the
economy, about a third of the total labour force.

Their average wage

is around Rh$ 500 a year, about 6-8 times the income of the remaining
two-thirds of the labor force still living in subsistence or semi-subsistence agriculture.

Of the 1 million in employment, over one half
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(i.e. 52 percent) are employed on white farms and in domestic service,
both of which are particularly vulnerable to white flight.

In white

farming in particular, where about 6,000 farmers employ over 350,000
black workers it is clear that over a third of total wage employment
could be put in jeopardy by the loss of only a smal I number of whites.
Admittedly, these sectors offer lower wages and for other reasons may be
seen as unpalatable

relative to other forms of wage employment.

Never-

theless, average wages in this form of employment are 3-5 times as great
as subsistence sector incomes.

Whether no wages for these workers would

be preferable to relatively low wages would depend on the success with
which, as farmers on their own account, they could work the land at better
levels than their erstwhile wages.

This is not the only question, how-

ever, since squatter farmers would certainly not produce the large agricultural surplus presently exported to provide foreign exchange for the
importation of equipment for industrial expansion.

Employment growth in

industry, therefore, would be slower.
Add to this the layoffs which would arise from the close down of
many small scale manufacturing and service industries, _run by whites,
and it is easy to visualize total wage employment declining to well
below half its present level, possibly even to a third of it.
This would mean, say, 500,000-600,000

p~ople

a wage sector no greater than it was in 1955.

out of work, leaving

To create alternative

wage employment for this number alone would take about a decade at present
investment levels.

At the diminished investment levels which would

pertain in this model, however, re-employment would take much longer
than a decade.

Meanwhile, each year would add an additional 110,000 or
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so new members to the labor force, apparently with no prospects for employment.

What fulfillment of these peoples' aspirations will have been

delivered by the arrival of black rule in such ci.rcumstances?
These considerations may point to real operational differences between the situation in Rhodesia and, for example, that pertaining to
the drive for civil rights in the United States, which was clearly never
in danger of leading to that country's economic collapse.

Equally, it

would be inappropriate to assume parallels between the prospects for
socialism in Zimbabwe and the growth of socialism in Europe, which began
at a level of development altogether higher than that presently attained
in Rhodesia.

While granting that there are other models of socialism

more grounded in a pastoral type economy, it would seem the onus would
lie on those seeking to impose such a model to show that it accords with
the broad aspirations of the people in Zimbabwe.

Simple observation tends

to suggest that, rightly or wrongly, most blacks appear to have already
grasped the goals of western consumerism as fitting for them too.
Informed di.scussion on the politics and economy of this country has
rightly been preoccupied with the stark disparities betwen whites and
blacks in a social structure which has systematically discriminated
against and penalized the latter.

There has long been a danger, however,

that the retributive stance towards whites which this preoccupation has
understandably engendered will lead to the essential interdependence of
blacks and whites in the economy being overlooked.

Too zealous an attack

on the issue of the blacks' relative poverty may lead to their being
condemned to a degree of absolute poverty which the economy as presently
structured could well be geared, with reform, to avoid.

Chapter IV
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1.0

ln

assl~ssing

South Africa's policies towards Rhodesia, whether of the

present or tlte future, two preliminary points n.ee<l to be stressed.

Firstly,

the policies arc inextricably bound up with South Africa's general relations
in the sub-continent;

they are also heavily influenced by the country's

pL1ce in Africa and i.n the world at large.

Even though there is a specific

attitudt:! concerning Rhodesia, it is set within a wider matrix.

Secondly,

tl1e policies are fundamentally influenced by the particular events of the
past three and a half years.

Indeed the pivotal point in time is April, 1974

\dien the Caetano government fell :ln Portugal and, with it, 500 years of
Por tu(~t1ese coloni a 1 rule in Mozamhi que and Angola.

2.0

Until April, 19·74 the white South had given every appearance of being
secure and stable, despite the inherent factors which should have made for
instability.

2.1

U1:til a late

stage, :in

Mozambique and even more so in Angola, the

African nationulist movements tended to be dismissed as not presenting
any immediate threat to t!te Portuguese army.

In

1969, a Handbook on

"Portuguese Africa" written by American scholars (;md edited by Abshire
and Samuels) said confidently that "there is little doubt that Portuguese
rule tvill continue in the foreseeable future".

The book looked hopefully

to the internal ch::p1ges tlwn bcinc introduced by the Portuguese and
foresaw gradua 1 deveJ op1r11:~nt ~

~·:·r1Jj

ng eventually, at an unspeci[ied date,

to some form of J\fric.in 1wlf-dl:.·t<!r1:iinatio·.1,

The gap between the widely
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believed situation und reality was so great that it was only a matter of
a few months prior to April, 19711 that some of the true weaknesses of the
Portuguese occupation began to be realised.

2.2

In 1974, Rhodesian VDI had been in existence for nine years.
regime
thes(~

The Rhodesian

had, of course, experienced difficulties because of sanctions.
were not

rc~motely

paralysing.

But

Britain, apart from maintaining its

formal stance on sanctions with nn occnsional public action to prove that
they were still in effect, had virtually given up on Rhodesia.

The UN

sanctions were widely disregarded.

2.3

In South Africa, the period of the 1960s, characterised by what came to be
known as the granite policies of Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd, were
past.

Since the Afrikaner Nationalists had come to power in 1948, a process

which has heen described as one of action, reaction, and counter-action
had occurred with a series of entrenchments of white power, black challenges,
and suppressive

vhit~

responncs.

After Verwoerd the ideologist had come Prime Minister John Vorster with his
more pragmatic outlook.
in 1974.

Vorster's policies were beginning to bear fruit

Detente with Africa was underway.

develo~nent

was being rapidly taken forward;

for the first Bantustmi, was in s:ight.

At home the policy of separate
its highpoint, independence

White confidence in the future nnd

in the ability to control change was at a peak.

2.4

South West Africa, despite having been a source of friction with the
United Nations since 1946, hardly seemed to present any great problem.
The issue had been wending its way through international bodies and it
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had become a thorough bore.

There was some gueri1la activity in SWA

itself and al though this had grown since 1966 , when Swapo followers
armed with bows and arrows took on military helicopters, it still did
not present any discernible threat to uninterrupted South African control.
In SWA too, the pr.ocess of

implt'rn•~nting

ethnic division and government

was underway.

3.0

The events in Portugal, followed swiftly by the collapse of Portuguese
military morale in Mozambique and Angola, altered these situations with
startling suddenness.

The change was both strategic and psychological.

3.1

In strategic terms the existing white secur{ty was profoundly disrupted.

3 .11

In regHrd to Rhodesia, its eastern flank became exposed, opening up the
possibility~

later to be realised, of a new south-eastern war front.

The

sanctions loophole tnaintained by the Portuguese became endangered and was
in fact closed early in 1976.

3.12

South West Africa's northern border similarly now became e:xposed, w:i.th the
prospect that Swapo guerillas would have a base previously denied tn them.
Instead of operating from Zambia and having to make their way through hostile
terr i tc.ry, there was the pros pee t that they would be able to set up camps
close to the border.

3.13

Regarding South Africa, the borc.ler with the black north could no
be viewed as being the Zambezi River;

longer

now it was the Limpopo River.

And with Rhodesia clearly i.mp2rilled, South Africa's northern border was
no longer as secure .:is before.
e>..posed.

Th<.>. country's eastern flank was also suddenly
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3.2

Almost tran;;ccnd Lng the strntcgic conscqueuces in importance were the
effects of these events on the minds of people.

The white south was no

longer seen as being impregnable.

Among whites of South Africa, thr swift change in the strategic situation
created a sense of shock.

Past certainties no longer existed.

an entirely new feeling of apprehension.

There was

The erosion of white confidence

began.

Among blacks on the other hand, a new confidence was born - a belief that
the tide of history was at long last flowing in their favour.
remained cowed:

People

extensive government controls," the mass of "bannings"

and the activities of the Security Police ensured that;

but at the same

time the developing confidence and aggression were discernible.

And arising out of this, fresh impetus was given to world, and particularly
African, interest in Southern Af:rica.
alive.

There was the start of a renewed movement of pressure in regard

to South West Africa.

4.0

The dormant Rhodesian issue came

South Africa itself became a sharp focus of attention.

Within the South African government, the analysis was rapidly made,

A

matter of a few montha after April, 1974 the direction in foreign policy
became evident:

in essence thiH was the acceptance of the notion that the

country could live with a neighbour ruled by a black government, however
hostile the new rulers and whatever their political ideology.

At the heart of this view was the conviction that what had to be protected
at all costs wns tl1e inner ci tD(~el:

South Afrir.a :i.?-.sclf.

And in referring

to this, what w.is cind is meant is the prater.Hon o.f white interest and
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flowering.

The ul ti:natc goal was the transformation of the Bantus tans into

nine independent African states.
criticisms of apnrtheid;

This was the Afrikaner answer to world

it was also the way in which Afrikaners met their

own moral dilemmas about the justice, or injustice, of apartheid.

Above all,

it was seen as the means of ensuring white survival.

Everything else was subordinate.

4 .1

Against this background and following April, 19711,. the key perception
was that black-ruled Mozambique not only had to be lived with, hut could
be

lived with.

However great South Africa's attitude of repugnance

towards the Marxists who were certain to take over, the

a~sumption

that Samora Machel and his Frelimo movement would continue to

was

r~quire

far-reaching economic links with South Africa unless they were willing
to precipitate Mozambique into total ruin.

From South Africa's point of

view there was everything to gain, and little - even nothing in the short
term - to lose from a policy of live and let live,

The country's zealous

opposition to comrnunjsm could he subdued for .the sake of accord and securing
the eastern border.

There was already the experience of existing side by side with the
independent black states of Lesotho, Swaziland an~ Botswana.

Even though

they were to varying extents hostile to South African apartheid, the practical
effects of their opposition was minimal andI up to that stage,
down to these countries being an
of tl1c

~;outh

Africnn Government.

~~scape

boiled

rout£:> for fleeing political opponenU>

The three existing black nations were in
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many ways vassa] states be< :1usc of the ovcrwhelmillg nature of their links

with the South African economy and their geographical situations.

If Lesotho, Swaziland and Dotswana could be kept in check, then why not
Mozambique also?

And even if Mozambique could not be viewed in precisely

the same light because of the far more radical outlook of Frelimo, then
self-interest on the part of the new rulers could be anticipated.

This aspect was the r;amble:

if Frclimo, taking over a colonial economy

additionally hard-hit by the out.flow of Portuguese skills and capital
decided to concentrate on the rapid

achieve~ent

of better standards of

living, South Africa would have a vital bargaining counter.

If, on the

other hand, Marxist principle and black African solidarity predominated,
Frdimo would offer itself as a military base against South Africa and
be uncaring about the consequrmc.es of retribution.

With Mozambique

dependent for an estimated 80 per cent of its foreign earnings on
South Africa, the retribution could indeed be far-reaching.

Up to now the gamble has worked.

Frelimo has quietly told the African

liberation movements that, however sympathetic it naturally is, it cannot
be of direct assistance to them at this stage.

South African skills are

.
.
.
.
the
.
keeping the rail-line to Maputo going andAport itse 1 f at a reasonable
level of efficiency;

Mozambique miners continue to go to work on

South Africa's mines (the

numbe~11ave

decreased, but remain large).

Where the occvsional border inci<li:nt has

oc~urred,

both countries have

been at pains to minimise the trouble.

Apart from improvement in the st:nte of the Mozambican economy, the only
other way to crente a situation of independemce from South Africa would
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be to seek internati01uil

;:ijcJ,

Rhodesian border was closed.

That is what was done last year when the
Mozambique said at the time that it needed

an estimated $45· million a year to make up for the losses;

a UN team

that went there reported the need as at least 5110- million to g135- million
annually.

Obviously, a vastly greater amount would be required if the

South African connection was severed;

obtaining that degree of finance

internationally cannot be a proposition.

From South Africa's side, the port of Maputo is useful but not vital.
The Caber.a Eassa hydro-electric scheme stands largely in the same situation,
even though 10 per cent of South Africa's electricity needs are now being
met by it.

With the proportion of South African blacks on the mines

steadily increasing, anxiety about a cut-off of Mozambique supplies is
no longer what it once was.

So, for the moment, South Africa continues

to hold the cards.

There are varying views about how long this situation might remain stable.
Judging by the public utterances of South Africa's Minister of Defence,
the most immediate precautions are needed on the borders, including the
Mozambican or,e.

But this seems to be part of a general propaganda line

with wider aims and needs to be discounted.

Some, however, seriously argue that principle and solidarity will triumph
and that Mozambique will make itself available to the liberation movements
within the relatively near future.
bound to happen.

Certainly, at some stage this is almost

But all other factors being equal, the time period must

be viewed as being of the order of at least S years from now.
even beyond that.

And perhaps

In this light and on this longer term basis, South African

military preparedness is correct.
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4.2

Concerning South West Africa, tlio policy adopted i_n 1974 and now rapidly

being implemented is the withdrawal of South African

sov~reignty.

The basic recognition again was that with the ending of Portuguese colonial
rule, in this case in Angola, an entirely new ball game existed.

Although

never spelt out in frank terms, what this meant in practice was that
South Africa's continued possession was seen as constituting
embarrassment:

it drew international attention and brought unwelcome

publicity and pressure to bear on South Africa.
like a magnet.

a dangerous

In other words, it acted

At the same time, the ongoing thrust is to attempt to

perpetuate as much white control as possible, whether in the political
or economic spheres,

There remains too a lingering hope of being able

to push ethnic development to sucl1 an advanced state that the United Nations
and Swapo will be faced by a fait accompli.

Gradually, under the press11re

of the current initiative by five western nations - America, Britain,
Frc;nce, Germany and Canada - the South African Government. is being made to
yield more and more.

Relations with /\.ngola, however, remain problematical, both because of
South Africa's disastrous 1975/76 military intervention and the continuing
Unita operations in that country.

5.0

It is against theYe
be examined.

backg~oun<ls

that the policies concerning Rhodesia can

The same perceptions apply;

but there are in addition

certain other specifics.

5 .1

The underlying theme of the South African attitude :i.s the acceptance of
the inevitability of a black government.
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to occur, and with it a d1·nmatj_c possibility of the whites being threatened.
by mClss violt!nce, there would be considerable pressures on tlw South African
Government from its own supporters to go to the aid of their "kith and kin"
in Rhodesia.

That, however, is a dreaded prospect to the Government

because it would open the way to an outright inter-nation racial war
in the sub-continent - one of the alternatives to peaceful settlement
"too ghastly to contemplate" which was no doubt in Prime Minister
John Vorster's mind when he spoke in December., 1975.

The possibility

of direct South African military intervention to aid Rhodesia's whites
must be excluded in present circumstances.

With the fear of conflict is the recognition that the more violent
it becomes, the greater the risk of intervention by the communist
nations, whether by way of increased arms supplies or direct action
by Cuban soldiers.

Additionall.y, much as South Africa ~ants the West

to accept its role as a bastion against communism, it: cannot relish the
prospect of having the ERst-West conflict assume reality right on its
doorstep.

5.5

However much S0uth Africa would prefer to see a

moderate black government

in office, the principle of live and let live will be offered to whoever
gains power.

The expectation will be that the new rulers, whatever their

ideology, will have more than enough on their hands for the foreseeable
futu:ce in coping with their internal problems, both political and economic,
to make any substantial contribution to the cause of African solidarity.
Even though a black-ruled Rhodesia will regain access to the sea through
Mozambique, its rail and ro;1d highways to the south will remain significant.
As Zimbabwe's

111ost

Jevclopcd n.cighboer, South Africa expects to continue to

11

play a leading role in the uup11ly o[ goods and sPrvices while serving
also as a market for Zimbalmc 's products.

Thus, as with Mozambique, mutual self-interest will be the cornerstone
of South Africa's approach.

5 .6

South Africa <loes not expect to be alone in h<1ving this view.

It is

hoped that Zambia and Zaire in particular will want to see a stable
situation between South Africa and Zimbabwe so that they too can benefit
from the trade outlets through the south.

The. influence of Zambia and

Zaire in this respect is likely to be all the stronger for as long as
Angola continues to suffer its current instability, with use of the
Benguela rail-line uncertain.

5.7

The desire for settlement, because of all the racial passions that the
Rhodesian issue arouses, :is strong.

The quicker the world stops watching

Rhodesia, the less attention will be paid to the race question in
South Africn.

That is the hope, although

it is weaker now since

South Africa's own racial unrest began :i.n June, 1976-, adding to the publid.tv.

5.8

During the past few years, since the start of this decade, South Africa
has begun to see itself as beinR part of the continent.

The desire for

detente and for trade.with the black north emanated in part from this.
Progress was being made until 1974 but it slowed down as a result of
the changes in the sub-continent and the prominence given to the Rhodesian
and South African racial situations.

The existence of white-ruled Rhodesia

has been se011 by South Africa as an obstacle in the way of reaching out to
the north.
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5.9

The parlicular stumbling-block to the desired settlement is Prime Minister
Ian Smith.

The feeling among Afrikaner Natio11alists fluctuates betw0cn

sympathy aud even support for him as there is at present· (h. regard to
achieving a moderate government with perhaps even white participation)
and intense bitterness and anger ,.;hen he is held responsible for imperilling
South Africa's own safety.

The obvious South African way to act against Smitli and Rhodesia is to
close the border.
to effect this.

The South African Government has, however, been unable
Sanctions and boycotts are a sensitive issue because

South Africa itself is subject to them.

The whole i<lea of such tactics is

regularly attacked as being wrong and immoral and the Government would
have grave difficulty in doing an about-face an<l applying such measures
to Rhodesia.

In addition, even while there has been the continuing

desire, and more, to get rid
cautiously:

of Smith, the Government has had to tread

it cannot be seen tooopenly to be sending him down the river

for fear of arousing white emotions at home in his defence.

Those emotions

extend through a goodly part of South Africa's wh:ites, whether Afrikaans or
English.

More recently, however, there have been indications that extremely strong
pressure, involviug nt least the threat of oil sanctions, has in fact

been

used to advance progress towards settlement.

6.0

Having set out this frc.1niework, the particular sceneries

can be approached

A.Protractcrl conflict

~~~~----~~--~-

This precisely rc.preser,ts the situation most feared by the South African

13
GovC'rnmcnt.

Th~~

anxiety that: Rhodesia could well degenerate into this

is a mainspring in Soulh Africa':> settlement activides.

There is lhe apprehension about an inter-nation racial conflict.
is the most unwelcome

prosp~'.Ct

There

of South Africa's provision to white Rhodesia

of essentiaJ s11pplies, including military supplies, receiving publicity
on an entirely new and embnrrassing scale.

And there is the knowledge that

white demands for intervention would reach fever pitch,

In the event of this scenario -and indeed hefore it even got to this
stage - South Africa would be likely to impose oil sanctions to force
capitulation.

It would have little choice because the West could surely

not allow the situation to decline to such a level and would exert its
own pressures on South Africa to apply them in turn on Rhodesin.

If forced into open actionof ,d1is kind, the South African Government would

seek to quieten jts supporters by an intensive propaganda campaign aimed
at revealing Smith or his successor as the nigger in the woodpile whose
intransigence was

jcopardiein~

their own oecurity.

Virtually any alternative

would be seen as heing preferable to this scenario.

The declared

pr~1ciple

would be that of non-interference:

South Africa

will have done ils bit towards bringing about change and will publtcly
rest on this.

But should an open power struggle develop within Zimbabwe

and a particular fac:tion
it

seek

covert aid, it would be likely to get

provided South Afri.ca believed that it could safely tolerate any

14
backlash from elsewhere.

lt wcwld be cspeci.11 ly hesiL.:mt about giving

assistance in the event of B (1) because of the charges of interference
which it would face from the "Front Line" and other African nations.
in the event of

n

But

(2) it would seek to act in quiet concert with those

African and Western nations who shared at least some of its policy
perceptions:

this would come down to support for a faction opposed to

any spreading of communist influence.

An additional factor in determining

support would be the hope that a particular faction wanted accord with
South Africa.

After the Angolan debacle, the possibility of military intervention
must be ruled out.

But aid could be given by way of supplies and training.

The bitterness about Angola is, however, intense because of South Africa's
belief that it was

hc~trayed

by the West and in particular by America.

lt would therefore move far mor.e cautiously before committing itself to

give military aid within Zimbabwe,

Again in the event of B (2), the guerilla forces would be operating

from Mozambique and, as a lessc·r possibility, from Zambia too.

Presum<'lbly,

the Mozambican bnrdcr, and possibly that of Zambia, would be closed
and Zimbabwe would be in the same position as Rhodesia of today in having
to depend on the highways running to the south.

The B scenario would nlso confront the South African Government with
acute dilemmas aboul it::;
desire for. as Btabl0

.'.:l

r,tancf~.

On

the one hand there would be a strong

the
government as possible in Zimbabwe for,._sake of

peace and order in the sub-continent.

On the other l1and, tht!re would be

the temptati.on to prefer a situation of chaos as this would render
organised ZimbaGw0nn ai<l to anti-South African forces more difficult of

15

accomplishment.
a

Tltc instability of black govcrnm2nt could nlso offer

prime propaganda wenpon in Wilrning South Afric.i's whites, and the world.

of the folliPs of a lrnndovcr of power whereas ::Lability would oUer an
entirely different lc·sson.

On balance, how•,ver, South Africa would prefc:r:- to have stable government,
if only becau2c chaos could eventually produce something even worse.

C,

PP.acef11l Nationalii:;m

woul~

South Africa

adopt a policy of non-iriterference.

It would offer an

open hand of diplomatic friendsl1i.p (but with little hope of this being
accepted).

De~;pj.te

this, it would seek energetically to maintain and

develop tr<.:din!j links, making its rail system and ports freely available
in the hope of

ensuri~g

that Zimbabwe is as dependent on it as possible.

Should Zimbabwe allow anti-South African guerillas to ope.rate, the
South African

rc~sponscs

would depend on the extent to which this

occui~s,

If on the sRme pattern as Botswana at present, with small numbers coming

through, South Africa would probably resign itself to the inevitable and
try to protect its hor<lers a3 best it could.

If, however, thr guerilla oper11tions assumed sizGable and dangerous
proportious and economic pressures failed to bring Zimbabwe to heel, it
could y;ell consider severing 111.l contacts and attempeing to seal off the
border as much as possible.
to Zimbaliwc
st· age;

wou~

d also depend

Tile degree of muscle which could be applied
Nl

the situation of Zambia and Zaire at that

that is, the extent tb '.ihich they might or might not be re lying

on the southern highways and therefore willing to apply a moderat:Lng
influence on Zii. babwe.
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to dcc·pc!n t.?conowic links.

:tt:;

overriding concern would again be the use

of Zimbabwe as an 0pcrational base and it would net as set out in scenario c.

F.

Black

Radic~lism

with Potential to Peaceful Nationalism

South Africa would maintain a neutral stance.

It would be willing to extend

economic links for the primary reasoras set out under previous scenarios.
Its attitude would again be largely influenced by the guerilla situation
as discussed in scenario C.

7.0

Thus far, the entire analysis has been pred~cate<l on the continuance of
st;ible white-controlled government in South Africa.

Since June, 1976

South Africa itself has been subject to widespread internal black unrest
and there is every indication that this will not only continue but is
likely to escalate over a period of time.

This will

fotroc:ucr~

new variables into South Africa - Zimbabwe relations.

The most important aspect will be the acceleration of world, and more
particularly African interest in South Africa.

As

not~d

earlier, this

in turn could leRd to an increase in pressures - whether in coercive
or aid form -

011

Zimbabwe (ctn<l Mozambique and Botswana too, for that matter)

for greater involvement in the struggle against the South African Government.

Continuing unrest spreading ever further afield would impose severe
straim; on Fhitc South Africa's ability to maintain security, both.
internally and on the borders.

This would naturally enc.ourage hostile

neighbours to behave more milita11tly, which would in turn again accelerate
South African black opposition.

18
The possible

tim.~·-span

for <liff iculties of this nature for the Government

is unlikely to be less than 5 to 7 years from
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CUBA AND THE SOVIET UNION IN SOUTH AFRICA:
A PESSIMISTIC PROGNOSIS

CUBA AND THE SOVIET UNION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA:
A PESSIMISTIC PROGNOSIS
Scott Thompson
Tufts University
Preface
This writer has followed Southern African

developments~-and

in Hhodesia in particular--since a visit to the region in 1964.

those
On that

visit I had the opportunity to talk at length both with Ian Smith and
his leading cabinet members as well as with black leaders then free or
in detention camps--one of whom I was subsequently to supervise the
Ph.D. program of.

A personal awareness of and sympathy for black problems

and aspirations in the region has continued to this day.

To that I must

now add, however, a broader concern for the context in which Zimbabwians
will some day take their independence:

one in which there is a declining

probability of stability and an increasing one of Soviet involvement.
A stint in the U.S. government--1975-76, with consulting work continuing to this day--enabled me to examine systematically the prognoses
available as to the intentions of the parties on the basis of "all source 11
intelligence.

My own assessment of the developing momentum of the parties

respectively has led me to different conclusions from most government
agencies, and so in some senses the ensuing essay should be read as a
"minority report" on a subject on which there is already considerable
written speculation, though little hard data.
My conclusion, based on a careful assessment of all the variables,
is that a Soviet-Cuban intervention, in the manner of that in Angola,
is all but a foregone conclusion.

thus envisage a radical ZAPU govern-

ment, buttressed by Moscow, reinforced by its increasingly radical

-2-

neighbors, and willing and eager to serve in the front line of troublemakers for South Africa.
I.

THE SOVIET PROJECTION OF POWER AND SOUTHERN AFRICA
Although the Soviet Union has never hidden its global 'ambitions nor•

its understanding of politics as something determined (at least in the
first instance) by military might, it is only since the Cuban Missile
Crisis of 1962 that Moscow accelerated its military programs sufficiently
to overtake, within a comprehensible

time frame, the Vnited States at

the three critical

conventional, and most importantly

levels-~strategic,

for this volume, power projection.

At the strategic level there ls at

least parity, but all trend lines show Soviet superiority as either

at~

tained or imminent; unlike current American fashion, Soviet doctrine
specifically sees military and political advantage from this position
(so did American policy makers when they had it; as they lose it, they
rationalized their need even for parity. Hence Kissinger 1 s famous lament,
11

What In God's name can you do with nuclear superiority?").

At the con-

ventional level, Soviet power in Europe is unquestionably supreme; most
NATO commanders who have delivered themselves of judgments have given
Western Europe from a week to two of resistance before Soviet divisions
would be at the Channel should war break out.
It is power projection that interests us here--namely the ability
to establish infrastructures of influence far afield and, where appropriate, to inject instruments of force to determine the outcome.

The

Soviets saw the Western-American international system which they desired
to replace as dependent on American power projection:

our Lebanon

demarche of 1958 deeply impressed them, and they tried to emulate us in

-31960 in the Congo with disastrous results--and humiliating ones in 1962
in Cuba,

Since 1962 they have therefore proceeded at a near-wartime

pace to improve their capability:

they have increased their capacity to

project a payload 3000 miles by a factor greater than ten.

They have

introduced new long-range aircraft (An-22, Tu-76) for airlift.

They have

doubled the assault forces of their naval infantry (one unit of which is
in the Indian Ocean and deployable in Southern Africa).

Their seven

airborne divisions now vastly exceed ours in capability and firepower.
For all that, this remains one area where the United States maintains at least a technical residual advantage.

Though Jane 1 s All the

World 1 s Ships ranks the Soviets higher in naval strength than the United
States, when it gets down to useful crafts for influence projection, we
are ahead; so too by many times in our number of marines.
Even more than at the strategic and conventional level, there is a
pertinent political

variable-~will--however,

is at a historic low.

which in the United States

Thus senior members--politically appointed indi-

viduals with access to the President and a dominant voice in establishing policy in the bureaucracy--have stated that they

11

see no conceivable

circumstances in which the United States will ever again intervene--anyfor whatever purpose. 11

where, anytime,

In a litany of questions posed

by this writer as to the effect on American interests of a collapse of
numerous regions of the world to predominant or sole Soviet power (including Southern Africa), two senior White House officials replied persistently

11

So what?"

blessed as the

11

Indeed in that circumstance was born what they

So-What School of American foreign policy. 11

It is thus

not possible to imagine a broader gap between Soviet and American will
at th is t i me .

-4Angola comes as a compelling example.

At least as far as the five-

ship naval task force the Soviets sent to support their joint

interven~

tion with the Cubans, we can say with certainty that the disposition and
intention of Washington was the determining variable.

The Soviets knew

as well as, at least, our mi 1 ltary knew that a minor detachment from the
Sixth Fleet could head off, cut off, or blow the Soviet convoy out of the
sea.

Thus they watched closely before dispatching it for sign of our

fleet movement.

But they had clear sailing, and thus could appear as

"1 i berators 11 in Southern Africa.

With this asymmetry of wi 11 in mind,

and with the trends in the building of new instrumentalities of projection,
one must reluctantly conclude that in this third area the Soviets in fact
are superior in every pertinent operational sense.
Two other trends must be mentioned as reinforcing these Soviet advantages.

While the United States has been closing down its bases for

reasons of

11

efficiency, 11 abjuring from using other people's for reasons

of domestic politics (Simonstown), and getting chased out of others
(Indochina), the Soviets have been doing the opposite.
tum to decline as there is to movement forward:

There is a momen-

with the United States

defense planners justifying base closures on the grounds of declining
political need (as with the Thai bases in 1976), while the Soviets justify their new bases on the argument simply of their expanding naval
needs.

Success breeds success.

In parallel is the change in alliance patterns.

SEATO has been

abolished, NATO withers, and our bilateral ties are everywhere up for
serious question (as in Japan and the Philippines, where these words
are written); but the Soviets have created incipient alliance systems

-5in the Middle East and in Africa of enormous potential significance.

They

sit in Africa's horn able to play Somalia and Ethopia off against each
other by arming both, while storing nuclear weapons in the former country with which they could threaten the Western oil supplies coming out
of the Gulf.

They preposition materiel in Libya with which to resupply

proto-allies anywhere in the continent (as in Uganda after the Entebbe
incident),

And they develop ideological momentum

Western~inclined

everywher~,

putting

regimes on the defensive, by harnessing the Middle East

and Southern African conflicts to the ends of their greater power.
Secondly, it is worth noting that this happens at a time of

increas~

ing instability in the third world, from which a revolutionary power has
an automatic advantage over a status quo power.

Ethnic tensions mount

throughout Africa and the old canon of the inviolability of boundaries-of necessity Africa's first rule--is discarded,

A new permissiveness

toward the use of force is in evidence throughout the third world, but
particularly in Africa.

Conflict over resources at a time of resource

scarcity, conflict over traditional issues which had long been suppressed
by the colonial power or as a result of a brief national harmony following independence--all manner and occasion of conflict grow.

The great

power willing to train literally thousands of saboteurs and to supply
guns in unlimited numbers must surely be considered to have an advantage
in such situations.
What is the Soviet Union up to?

I~

view of the preceding analysis

it perhaps hardly matters, as country after country at the margin of the
Western system falls out of the sphere of Western power and influence
and into (In incremental stages) the Soviet one (as Turkey may be doing

-6at present); the margin will shift incrementally.

But that is too facile;

the Soviets have grave insecurities in some areas and are cautious strategists:

they know from long experience how their rapid moves change

the American consensus, which they are now working hard to preserve.
They certainly do not- want war ("No aggressor ever did, 11 Clausewitz
argues), but they surely do have a strategy.

The background against

which this essay is written is an assumption that their strategy is the
one which is most likely to avoid war:

but most likely to change the

correlation of forces in the world, enough to make the United States,
Germany and Japan at most the producers of the food and goods which
their system needs, while they go about the world's serious political
work.

That strategy is resource denial.
To be sure the locus of their moves has in part been determined by

opportunity.

But the thrust of their

dlplo~acy--their

efforts--shows a clearly emerging pattern.

conscious, studied

In the horn of Africa, for

example, situated as it is in a position to cut off Western oil supplies,
the Soviets nurtured the Somali military from 1962; their chance came
only in 1969 with a coup.

While we foolishly wrote off Africa In 1964-65

as being of no strategic significance, the Soviets heightened their interest.

They showed they knew which areas were important:

Zaire, with

its mineral wealth, and Southern Africa--with whose resources combined
with their own the world market in numerous minerals, essential to
Western survival, could be controlled.
The Angolan case is worth looking at briefly, because it illustrates
the mixture of opportunity and strategy that sets precedent for Rhodesia.
Angola, moreover, helps make a Soviet-Cuban intervention in Rhodesia

-7possible because, as we shall see, It demonstrated whose star is rising-In a very power and fashion-conscious part of the world.
Angola.

The Soviets began helping the MPLA In the late 1950s, and

increased their assistance (and made it more open) as MPLA fortunes improved.

The mixture of strategy and opportunity is especially clear,

however, in the summer and fall of 1975.

The Soviets had financed the

mission of several thousand Cubans before Kissinger's covert intervention began,

When MPLA fortunes dee) ined, the Soviet General Staff was

able to organize a massive airlift literally over a weekend.

But it is

not the modalities and details of that intervention which concern us
here (except to note how precisely weaponry was chosen to outfire any
Western guns on the ground).

The important point for Rhodesia is to

note how sudden and massive was the effect on African assessments of
their own options; our argument in part hinges on an understanding of
how impressable Africans are with projected power.
An anecdote makes the point.

At an Important conference in Washing-

ton, in July 1976, attended by senior government and academic foreign
pol icy special lsts, the dominant view in a panel examining Soviet involvement in the third world was that the so-called cold war dimension
of the Angolan conflict should be played down, as "Africans were not
concerned with American obsessions with communism; they are only interested in liberating white-controlled regimes."

An African present had

a different view, surprising to all but the present writer;
have been conquered and reconquered for hundreds of years.

"Africans
If they have

learned nothing else they have learned to watch which way the wind is

-8blowing.

The lesson of the Angolan civil war in Africa is that Russia

is winning and America is losing. 11
Developments since the Angolan war confirm that analysis--and show
the self-fulfilling dimension of it.

For new, largely unstructured

states, largely devoid of either internal or external power, are even
more impressed with projected power than states have traditionally been.
The immediate effect of Angola was a new receptivity to a Soviet role in
all the pertinent black capitals--Lagos, Dar-es-Salaam, Lusaka, and,
most pertinently, Maputo.
The Nigerians became enraptured of the Cubans and were subsequently
to legitimize for them every successive delay in their departure from
Angola.

Kenneth Kaunda flipped over night--in mid-February 1976, to be

precise.

Where his newspapers had been invoking the spirit of the cold

war to cheer on the UNITA forces one day, the next day they were praising the Cubans and urging them on to Salisbury.

Thereupon the Soviet am-

bassador in Lusaka, Vasily Solodovnikov,.had a much freer hand in
arranging for the training and deployment of Nkomo 1 s army.
But nowhere was the volte-face less expected than in Maputo, Peking's
supposed best pupil in Africa.

The very ministers who had excoriated

the Russians were praising them within two weeks after the Angolan
~

demarche had succeeded.

It is absolutely vital to grasp how basic this

flip has been to understand what is likely to happen now.

For the mo-

mentum created then, continuing to this day, has largely escaped the
West's notice.

The front-line states (absent, perhaps, Botswana) are

on a separate track from the West, and are expecting a Soviet-Cuban
intervention presently, if the guerrillas cannot dismount Smith in short

-9order.

If this analysis is correct, then President Carter's attempt to

achieve a settlement peaceably is not only ill-fated, it is irrelevant,
not to say somewhat silly.
I I.

RHODESIA AND THE SOVIETS
The background to Rhodesian-Zimbabwian nationalism concerns us

here only in so far as it bears on the Soviet-Cuban connection.

Two

epithets are sufficient to characterize the early stages of protests,
prior to the period of all-out guerrilla warfare:
and military ineptness.
is direct:
As the

political failure

The relevance of these to the Soviet connection

the failure led to new dependencies to keep the cause alive.
11

winds of change" blew through Southern Africa In the early

1960s the nationalists rejected several critical opportunities to accept
a minority role within an essentially white government, and to agitate,
as nationalist groups had done throughout Africa, for an incrementally
increasing role thereafter.

Sir Edgar Whitehead, prime minister at the

pertinent time, told the present writer that, though it was commonly
said (for purposes of fending off hard-right reaction) that the blacks
would not rule in their lifetime, it was in fact accepted that it could
be no more than fifteen years off (this being in 1960, reported in 1964).
But, he pointed out, had they accepted the opportunity, the blacks in
fact--as he was a realist--would have had power five years from then, or
by the end of the 1960s at the latest.
Having missed the opportunity (as they knew they had) the nationalists turned in on themselves in internecine warfare, in 1963-64, which
caused more casualties than the guerrilla war heretofore.

The Xhona

radicals were unwilling to accept Joshua Nkomo 1 s leadership, feeling he

-10had compromised with the whites when it was to no purpose, and having not
done so when opportunity awaited.
From 1965 Ian Smith's government had effectively ended internal
black opposition, which had been appallingly ineffectual.
to cope with external threats:
could comment:

Now he had

on which Bowyer Bell, writing in 1971,

"Again the nationalists proved inept, squandering blood,

idealism, and high purpose in one of the most unsuccessful of contemporary guerrilla operations."

In operation after operation in the late

1960s Smith's forces--the Rhodesian African Rifles--mopped up the infiltrators in the Wankie area until the threat was almost negligible.

A

key variable was popular quiescence, once Smith had eliminated the opposition, after which, again quoting Bell, ''only the bad memories of violence in· a losing cause remained" for the Africans.
It was with this as backdrop that the external leadership, communicating effectively with the leadership detained within Rhodesia

(con~

firmed in detail by a recent Ph.D. study, written by a detainee) launched
the effort to nai I down massive Soviet support.

Militants began receiv-

ing training in guerrilla warfare--in sabotage, weapons training, cartography, explosives, and so forth--in the mid-1960s at Simferopol on the
Crimea.

In the early 1970s alone some 500 insurgents from Rhodesia were

trained there.

ZANU preferred the Chinese, but never spurned Soviet aid,

whether it came through Nasser, Nkrumah, or straight.

ZAPU never had a

chance with the Chinese, given their level of ideological sophistication,
and perforce relied on the Soviets.

Having so done, the leaderships be-

gan touting their action as a good thing:

making a virtue of necessity.

The point is that it was their own failure in a seemingly ideal situation

II -

that drove them to the Soviets, hardly an optimal situation for sustaining one's organizational strength, self-confidence, or autonomy.

-12In assessing the 1 ikelihood of a Soviet-Cuban intervention we must
consider the ideological factor--as the Soviets would see lt--and thence
examine the extraordinary choice Moscow has made between the two contending guerrilla forces.

Since the Angola struggle remains the pertinent

comparison, we must return to it anew.
We find immediately some striking differences in the chosen instrument of Angola (the MPLA) and the choices available in Rhodesia.
MPLA is not just a Marxist party.

The

A Soviet handbook, "Africa Today"

(Moscow, 1962), describes the MPLA as a Marxist-Leninist party founded
in 1956 "on the initiative of the Communist Party and the al.lied Party
of Joint Struggle of the Africans of Angola 11 (a clandestine party). The
Soviets can be pragmatic in their dealings with foreign communist parties
when state interests are involved:

but when state interests and the

existence of a real co11Y11unist party are involved, then intervention is
highly probable.

Communism, American liberal interpretations to the

contrary notwithstanding, is taken very seriously indeed in Moscow today.
In contrast, neither Zimbabwian party has a structural Marxist basis
or substantial Marxist organizational design.

This is confirmed by an

unpublished but highly important recent study of Rhodesian nationalism
written by one of the ZANU leaders, Eddison Zvobgo, who in four hundred
pages of analysis of the organization and ideological background to the
present configuration of the parties, never once uses the customary code
words for a Marxist party:

social ism, yes; indebtedness to the Soviets

(and Chinese) for guerrilla training, to be sure.
Leninist content and organization, not at all.

But true Marxist·

-13In these circumstances it is therefore highly interesting that the
Soviets settled on ZAPU relatively early on and have gone through various
1 inguistic gymnastics to accommodate ZAPU in the communist pantheon. Thus
a 1974 Soviet Military History Institute classification of African parties
refers to the fourth and ideologically most sophisticated level of African wars as follows:

"National liberation wars headed by revolutionary

democratic parties with a relatively high level of political and military
leadership, and firm links with the masses (the PAIGC .•. Frelimo ... the
MPLA in Angola, the ANC in SA, and Zapu in Rhodesia).

These parties'

fighting ability is determined to a significant degree by the approximation of their leaderships' views to Marxist-Leninist ideology and
their co-operation with Communist parties and Marxi s t·Len in i st groups. 11
com~

Nikita Khrushchev fell in 1964 partly because of his violation of
munist orthodoxy in attempting to discover new Cubas in Africa:

essen-

tially opportunistic parties and leaders 1 ike the CPP and Nkrumah in
Ghana were deemed to be "building Socialism" (i.e. becoming true MarxistLeninists and accepting Moscow's leadership) for purposes of including
them (for example) at party congresses and the 1i ke.

It was an oppor ..

tunistic policy that was to blow up in their face when most of such
leaders were overthrown.
Now, after a decade of relative conservatism in these matters, they
are up to the same game--for the simple reason of profound opportunity.
Most students would agree that ZAPU is potentially a better MarxistLeninist party.

Not only that, ZAPU is Identified with the Shona who

comprise the overwhelming majority of Rhodesians.

ZANU is mostly Ndebele

led--and indeed by a minority strand of that ethnic group at that.
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with Mozambique, where the leadership has made an astonishing volte-face
in Moscow's favor.
Why then has Moscow opted for ZAPU7

The conclusion is compelling

that they have found Joshua Nkomo more malleable; indeed they must have
found him willing to undertake serious commitments to their advantage.
Of the many virtues that Nkomo may have, steadfastness of purpose, moral
principle and vitality would be near the bottom of the list.

Nkomo--as

thie writer found him in detention 13 years ago and as others have reported since--is an easy-going, not terribly intelligent, leader, selfindulgent and not prone to self-criticism.

As already noted he missed

most of the opportunities to assume real leadership through the foundation-laying period of Rhodesian nationalism.

Smalt wonder, then, that

Moscow has settled on him as their man.
It is tempting, indeed irresistible, to go further, in seeking to
explain why the Soviets would opt for much the smaller guerrilla force.
Would it not precisely be because such an army would in fact be more
dependent on Cuban forces?

If the answer is yes then it follows that

the Soviets and Cubans are already planning an intervention.

It is not

proposed that this is the explanatory variable for the choice of ZAPU;
it is rather a contributory one.

It is simply impossible to speculate

with any more precision, but this possibility is overpoweringly suggestive.

For the Soviets have shifted their course with every turn in the

wind:

when it looked as if war would not work in Rhodesia the Soviets

were open to talk of negotiated settlements (1974).

As guerrilla capaci-

ties improved, Soviet pronouncements steadily increased their praise for
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11

liberation 11 forces--Qs too their promises of support (1975).

In

1976 they increasingly ruled out negotiation and by the end of the year
had committed themselves to war as the only option.

This shift corres-

ponds with the arrival in Zambia of increasing numbers of guerrillas
from Simferopol and their increasing effectiveness. The dramatic shifts
•
in U.S. policy, it can now be seen, have played directly into Soviet
hands, as we commit ourselves with Increasing precision not to intervene.
But the Soviets are real is ts.

They not only know the ZAPU forces

are no match for Salisbury (even if not backed up by Pretoria):
in no way could defeat both Smith and the various ZANU clans.

they
Unless

we are to assume that the Soviets have unthinkingly painted themselves
into a corner we must assume that they are planning an intervention
(which is not the same as saying that it is inevitable).

To assume that

the Soviets have not thought this through, when they have dispatched
their head of state and their Cuban ally throughout the region in a
highly coordinated effort to stir the pot, is to make a leap of faith
far greater than any made in this section.
In any event it should be obvious from the foregoing why the lack
of a true comparison with Angola 1 s MPLA in,Rhodesia is not highly perti·
nent.

A senior American diplomat dismissed the 1 ikelihood of a Soviet-

Cuban demarche in Rhodesia Angola-style because ZAPU
a wicket to bat on. 11

That misses the point.

11

just isn't as good

In Rhodesia the

11

oppor-

tunity variable 11 and the potential spinoff are vastly greater than in
Angola.

Angola was a shot in the dark, with little risk (given the

Amer lean temperament) but the possibility of immense payoff.

And pre-

cisely because an intervention on its scale was so unpredictable (like

-16all the events that have moved history) there was no downside risk from
not intervening.
This line of reasoning is explicitly contradicted by administration
thinking.

Indeed, there is a remarkable unanimity in views of the most

senior U.S. intel 1 igence and diplomatic officials charged with responsibi 1 ity in these matters--namely that the logistical and other related
problems make a Cuban intervention in Rhodesia, Angolan-style, most
1 ikely.

The reasons cited are real enough.

un~

Rhodesia's land· locked

geography would make intervention on the scale required much more complicated than it was in Angola.

The favored group, ZAPU, operates from

even more remote land-locked Zambian bases, rather than Mozambican ones,
exacerbating the problem.
It is also true that Cuba has

11

enough 11 problems on its hands in

Angola, as administration experts note,

They are bogged down in some

regions with insufficient materiel and foodstuffs, resentment of them
abounds in others, and many are getting killed by an increasingly successful UNITA effort.

The intervention established a new level of

anxiety in centrist regimes in Africa over Soviet-Cuban goals, which
the duo presumably would not wish to exacerbate further.
Is the conclusion that there will be no additional intervention in
Rhodesia wishful thinking or sound analysis?
sal (dated 7 July 1977) notes that

11

A DIA intelligence apprai-

increased efforts [by the Cubans]

have apparently been required to ensure continued MPLA rule.

As recent

press reporting indicates, the Cubans are willing to insert additional
troops and equipment to provide this necessary support."
of troops, for example, arrived in July.)

(Six shiploads

"However, Cuba's capabilities
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Moscow, may eventually decide that the costs outweigh the benefits of
continued support to the MPLA. 11
The fallacy in that analysis is the same in so much appraisal of
the potential for intervention:

a projection by Americans, onto the

Soviet-Cuban duo, of our own problems in Vietnam and elsewhere.

Our

biggest constraints in Vietnam were political sentiment at home and the
not unrelated problem of military morale in the field.

These are not

the duo's problems, at least not to any serious extent (as Western intelligence appraisals of the Cubans in the field would indicate).

They

can ignore sentiment at home, and they need not indulge their troops
with R & R, one-year tours, and extravagant accommodations.

The Soviets

have shown again and again that, where they have an important objective,
they will keep to it, however frequent and numerous the setbacks. (They
were ejected from Guinea twice before President S{kou Toure decided he
needed them badly enough to grant the strategic basing privileges the
Soviets had long sought, and from which they now constrain U.S. naval
movement in the South Atlantic.)
Moreover the Cubans, unlike the Americans in Vietnam, are not free
agents.

They are not wholly Soviet puppets, not wholly mercenaries at

the Soviets' beck and call.

But they are to a considerable extent,

something again verifiable by American intelligence.

So sending another

expedition to Africa, when another--greater--nation is paying the bills
and co-ordinating (if not always calling) the shots, is something less
than an adequate analogy to American freedom of maneuver at the time of
.the Vietnamese imbroglio.
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that an adversary will not do what he desires politically.
variable has always been political will.

The main

The arguments used by Washing-

ton today are quite similar to those argued against the likelihood of
the original Soviet-Cuban Angolan intervention; by others against the
1964-65 U.S. involvement in Vietnam; indeed against virtually every
military demarche any power has ever attempted, none of which has ever
been deemed cost-effective by those who hoped it would not happen or
who had an interest in a different outcome.
Ultimately, the Soviets and Cubans will be bound to intervene, precisely because of their long-vaunted commitment to

11

1iberation. 11

The

capital amassed from past posturing and support on Southern African
questions could be dissipated in strategic parts of Africa were the duo
not to put their troops where their rhetoric has been.

Moreover, Moscow

moves on momentum, working greatly in their favor owing to U.S. policy
and the rriovement of events in the Southern African theatre,

Failure to

intervene would be the classic failure of will at the moment of
as Africans would see it.
on their side.

The Soviets are now seen as having

11

11

truth 11 - -

hlstory 11

They dare not lose it.

What is the most likely sequence of Rhodesian events in coming
months, if the present regime continues to weaken at the present rate?
Once Smith is out, if the Soviets and Cubans have not already begun their
intervention, then ZAPU and ZANU will fight it out, settling once and for
all the scores left open from the battles in the Salisbury townships in
the mid-1960s (as indeed from the wars in the late 19th century as Ndebe1e
battled Shona for control of what became Rhodesia).

Who will win?

If
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of the enemy.

But such a force, which could be emplaced in less than a

month, would roughly match the Rhodesian armed forces proper in size
(which helps to explain why parties in the region were so overwhelmed
by a Cuban force of 15,000 in Angola),

It would be less than 10% of

the remaining troops Cuba had left on home ground, surely a manageable
proportion given the lack of any disorder at home, and the growing
political assets Castro has as a result of the Carter Administration's
various attempts to please him.
The intervention will be more difficult than that in Angola.
is not the same confidence in the air corridor, for one thing.

There

Use of

Somalia and Mozambique is possible, but that would require overflight
of Iran or Pakistan.

Iran has succumbed to Soviet blackmail and played

along with Soviet deceptions in past military overflights, waving some
ahead openly, but it would be unlikely to allow a great airlift, particularly in view of the Shah's known regard for South Africa where hi.s
father was once exiled.

Use of Yugoslavia, however, presents few

diffi~

cul ties, and thence the Angolan air corridor--Algeria, Mali, Guinea,
Congo, and Luanda.

Then only Zambia remains a question mark--but not

much, given the momentum that exists and the change that has already
taken place in Lusaka.
A word about timing.

There are too many variables for predictions

to be worth bothering about at this point.

The writer was involved in

a past governmental exercise designed to put Southern African developments in a future time frame, in terms of probabilities.

In fact, many

of the hard conclusions to which experts came were ignored in order to
tailor the conclusions to the needs of the moment:

namely to convince
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Ian Smith that he had no more than 'x' amount of time left before an
apocalypse.

'X' amount of time has come and gone.

But it might not have.

An analogy with Viet-Nam Is in order.

Whatever the merits of the case there (which we will Ignore), it Is
obvious to all who watched developments closely there in 1975 that the
North's final solution was in no way inevitable.

Had the US not severed

its aid and the Soviets not doubled theirs, for one thing, morale alone
would have been different.

The critical point is that, somewhere in

March 1975, all timetables for incremental change came unstuck.

A

'critical mass' of North Vietnamese success had been achieved, whereupon
all hell broke loose.

The South Vietnamese army, its structure busted,

then fled and the US sent In its evacuation helicopters.
At any point beginning In 1978, the same could happen militarily
In Rhodesia.
army.

True, the 'Patriotic Front' ls not the North Vietnamese

But then, in relative size to its adversary's, Smith's army is

not Thieu's, either.

And Smith's army in many experts' minds has been

overestimated, while Thieu's was generally underestimated, in my view.
The struggle might drag out for five years.

It might be a11 over a

year from now.
The important point Is that, the longer the conflict drags out,
the worse it is ultimately for the whites, the more likely is a Cuban
intervention, and the less stable will Southern Africa be for Western
interests In the long run.
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The result--continulty or change?

Having ventured this far in

prophecy, it takes little additional courage to attempt to sketch some
general picture of Southern Africa post-intervention, In a context of
the conventional wisdom on this subject.
The conventional wisdom is that, even where the Soviets have 'won'
and achieved 'treaties of friendship' with African states the Africans
have not national lzed, much less 'communized' the polity and economy.
Gulf not only continues doing business in Angola, it does it on highly
concessionary terms, receiving its most favorable oil price anywhere,
according to a company official, despite the 55 percent Interest taken
in Gulf by the Angolan government.

Mozambique remains as dependent on

South Africa as ever (though that picture changes substantially this
month when Pretoria frees the price of gold, ending Maputo's enormous
windfall subsidy of recent years).

So, Is It wishful thinking or sound

analysis to presume that a victorious, duo-assisted ZAPU would leave
we 11 enough a lone in the economy, dea 1 with the rea 1it i es of South Africa
as they must, and otherwise not rock the boat?
There are two points.

The balance has tilted against the multi-

national firm, as numerous writers have noted, and nowhere. more so than
in black Africa.

Zambia's 1970 takeover of Roan Selection Trust, Mala-

gasy's of U.S. oil refining and shipping interests, the various Nigerian
'indigenisation' programs, and of course the nationalizations in Tanzania
are all pertinent.

Even In friendly countries like Kenya, the trend is

hitting U.S. interests.
True, as Thomas Biersteker has argued, less has changed than is
apparent and the companies In most cases have continued to do well.

But
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the second point tends to make the evidence of other countries less persuasive.

Invariably in Africa, post-Independence economic policy has

varied more or Jess directly in radicalism with the intensity and violence
of the achievement of independence.

Guinea and Mali, for example, had

the harshest colonization and decolonization process of any French territories--and the most radical polities thereafter.

Rhodesia, coming to

independence through war, could well fo11ow this pattern.
(like Angola with Gulf)
way:

doe~

why can't Rhodesia?

But Mozambique

business with South Africa in an orderly

The fallacy here ls to assume that, because

they do so, such is their preference.

They will cease to do so the

minute they can avoid doing so, once they have a practical alternative.
The point is, once Zimbabwe takes its independence through Soviet help,
there may well by then be a critical mass of Soviet involvement in the
region to have a greater effect that hitherto on economic policies.
is hard to have •socialism in one country,
have found out.

1

It

as numerous African dictators

But a marxlst Namibia, Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe

would reinforce each other--and no doubt compete with one another to be
'the most socialistic,' and be given positive incentives by their greatpower protector In some areas.
The one reassuring factor ls that the Soviets have learned how
potentially expensive Third World economic ventures can be to them.

No

doubt, in this writer's predicted option, Moscow would in fact caution
prudence to the Zimbabwlans in particular areas of the economy.
would be prudence of a relative sort.

But it

The Soviets would be biding time.

For, in the southern African economies is located the purpose of Soviet
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involvement in the wars there in the first place:
vital resources.

control over the West's

There is thus little room for optimism in the economic

arena.
I I I.

THE AMERICAN CARD
With respect to the trends that can be envisaged in U.S. foreign

policy in the next few years, it is first of all crucial to separate
trends from hopes.

Virtually every interest group with a foreign policy

objective threatened by a Carter campaign promise or administration
policy 1 ine has taken refuge behind an assumption that the administration
•can never• do what is deemed so unthinkably radical (or whatever).

Such

wishful thinking is a form of cognitive dissonance, as the present writer
has learned to his own cost.

The military refused to believe Carter

would ultimately bust one leg of the strategic triad out from under American security and scrap the B-1, but he did so.

Diplomats and many Asia

specialists refused to believe Carter would remove ground forces from
Korea, in view of what ensued when America last tried that (in 1949).
He is proceeding with it, against the advice of virtually every specialist
on the questions involved.
Radical policies develop their own constituency and
to further such decisions.

~omentum,

leading

Short of a grave international crisis in which

the Soviets show their hand more bluntly than hitherto, it is safe to say
that Carter will proceed further down the road on which he has already
set out.

The implications of this are extremely important.

With respect to Rhodesia, it means that only token efforts will be
made to safeguard white economic interests (and personal safety) as the
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situation deteriorates.

The solemnly pledged commitments of Henry Kissin-

ger to Ian Smith will be discarded on the grounds that those agreements
were never formally entered into, and that white bad faith invalidates
them in any event.

lf,after a quarter century of financial support and

bloodshed on a monumental scale in Vietnam, America could abandon its ally
there to its fate, as a result of the new coalition of forces running
American foreign policy then as now, there will be no problem at all in
so doing with a non-ally in Rhodesia.
The extent to which the context and assumptions of American diplomacy have changed is suggested by the Namibian case.

The American dip-

lomats Involved (with whom the writer has talked in extenso) were proud
of their success in applying compelling pressure (in conjunction with
four Western partners) on South Africa by implying the threat of sanctions.
The specifics of UN Resolution 385 were bought
coalition:

J.!!.

tote by the Western

free elections under UN control; a release of all political

prisoners; a repeal of all discriminatory laws; permission for all exiles
to return; and a total withdrawal by South African troops.

The ~.E.!2.

quo, of course, was that SWAPO must not impede a political settlement:
but, despite the absence of convincing proof

~hat

it would not do so, the

Americans pursued their South African quarry anyway.

Indeed, the Ameri-

cans found Njuomo ubiquitous and impossible to find, as if this was a
treatment meted out equally to all comers--rather than a shrewd strategem
of a trained Marxist-Leninist who knows which side has the cards.
Even more interesting is the attitude prevalent in many parts of the
State Department toward Walvis Bay, the enclave in Southwest Africa which
is South African territory, period.

One comment of a senior diplomat was
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that it was hoped that through diplomacy

11

the legal problem could be

separated from the political problem so that the former didn't impede
the solution to the latter 11 --the assumption being that Namibia would
obviously get Walvis Bay but not at once; It should not delay its own
independence right now by insisting on something to which, it seems to
have been forgotten, it has no right.
But the most intiresting point of all is to note the literal impossibility of discussing, within the present administration, strategic
issues that pertain to the sea 1 ines or anything else relating to the
Soviet presence in southern Africa.

11

You simply can't talk about the

strategic issues, 11 and FS0-1 told the writer.
of court.

It isn't on. 11

11

You 1 d get laughed out

But the issues remain, irrespective of the

ignorance some have of them--for example, the fact that the oil flow
from the Persian Gulf to America and Europe has increased by 3600% in
ten years.
In effect and in sum, the American administration is
in Southern Africa.

11

on a high 11

Like-minded journalists praise the change of policy

and help blind the administration to the irrelevance of its efforts in
Rhodesia and the willfulness of its policy toward South Africa.

Thus,

according to an unimpeachable source in Bonn, Vice President Mondale
shocked the German Chancellor with his boasts of
until apartheid collapses. 11
happens? 11 Schmidt asked.

11

11

11

leaning on Vorster

What will you put in its place v-1hen this

We wi 11 worry about that when the evi 1 is gone, 11

Mondale is said to have replied.
It is important to remember--in the Washington Post's words-that

11

Andrew Young is not the problem" (nor is Mondale).

It is the
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it was he who suggested (in Playboy) that he should do penance

for his late arrival at the civil rights cause by resigning his candidacy
''and start a crusade for black-majority rule in South Africa or Rhodesia ... 11
He has said that it is to Andrew Young alone that he owes anything for his
election.

Carter's commitment to this cause should therefore not be

underestimated.
What would induce Moscow and Havana to get off their present course?
Only one thing:

an abrupt change in American policy.

When an inspired

story dominates an international newspaper (the Christian Science Monitor,
17 May 1977) with a message of a "new US African pol icy" taking shape,
and lists the two changes as "No more Angola-style intervention" (that is,
by the US) and "Let's get tough with South Africa, 11 the Soviets have an
American green light to intervene.

The onus is on us, in other words,

for past interventions, and no matter what, we wi 11 not do so again.
This policy will change, simply because it is unresponsive to reality
and to American interests.

But when government policies are out of joint

there is necessarily a lag before the shift in course.

Carter is simply

too far out on a limb with Andrew Young to come back in time to turn
American policy around.

At the very earliest, the turn-around will come

following upon a massive duo intervention in Rhodesia.

But as in Angola,

the first party on the scene wi 11 have an enormous advantage:
take ten times as much force to blow an

it wi 11

interventionary force out as to

keep them out in the first place.
What about the new French-led cabal--of Morocco, Egypt, Sudan and,
most importantly, Saudi Arabia?

They meet frequently and have deep consul-

tations; but they cannot act together on this issue.

The Saudi terms of
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Israel, financing of the Arab war effort, and de facto, if marginal,
support for such third world totems as radical African nationalism.

This

is not the Saudi family's preferred option, but it Is their way of coping
in a hostile environment.
The French would be disposed to act:

they still have important naval

assets in the Indian Ocean--but simply not sufficient for acting alone.
Five years hence, the Iranians would be able to act with them, but by that
time it would be prudent to anticipate little French naval power left in
the Indian Ocean, now that Djibouti has gained its independence and that
Malagasy has ended its military relationship with France.
With respect to Rhodesia it is thus evident that the Western act is
not together.
could will not.

Those who would like to Intervene cannot while those that
For Jimmy Carter to do now what would be required to

stop the Soviets in their track--namely a military mission to Salisbury
and the deployment of a convoy outisde Mozambique--would require a greater
conversion than Saul's on the road to Tarsus.
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I would give him a 5% chance of sur-

is now devastatingly against him.
viving a year with this policy.

1n fact the August election tends to

preclude this option.
2.

Peaceful transition to moderate government (Protracted Power Struggle).
This is the course that will ensue (90% probability}.

The scenario

depicted by Union Carbide (option 2) neglects the following factors, however.

A Muzorewa government (for example) would from the start automati-

cally elicit the hostility of the guerrilla groups, and only weak support
from one or two front-line states.

US support will be lukewarm at best

because of the preference of many administration members for the more
radical guerrillas.

Moreover, South African support will be a diMinishlng
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asset, as the Carter-Young-Mondale team begins to organize the sanctions
required to whip Pretoria Into line with its illusions of a parallel with
the American south.

Nor is Muzorewa 1 s toughness and ability to govern,

with the ruthlessness that will be necessary, self-evident.
3.

Peaceful Nationalism.
This option would be feasible only with a turnaround in US policy.

Guerrilla groups will under no circumstances dissolve themselves.

Even

if all manner of polls and elections show overwhelning voter preference
for a moderate government, the guerrillas will struggle.

Marxists know

that it only takes 10% support to govern a country, given enough ruthlessness.

The guerrillas can continue sufficient operations (with Soviet

and Cuban logistical aid alone) to bring a moderate government down within
several years.

The government would be worn down.

(An interesting paral-

let of sorts is Puerto Rico, where a small minority aided by Cuba is
seeking to wear down Commonwealth supporters who, unable to cohere enough
to defeat the tiny faction, and susceptible to the pressures of those
against whom terrorist acts are committed, may finally throw in the towel-or so the conflict is developing).
4.

Black Radical ism.
The parallel of sorts is Angola, absent the violent rise to power.

But either ZANU or ZAPU would have enough violence in its experience for
a

11

peaceful 11 transition not to make any difference.

US support would slow

down the process of Soviet gains, but not preclude them.

It must be re-

membered at all times that the present US government considers even the
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mention of the Soviet-Cuban connection as a

11

knee-jerk reaction 11 (to

quote the US ambassador to the UN).
5.

Peaceful Nationalism with Potential to Black Radicalism.
This is the standard African scenario.

Governments become prisoner

of their own marxist-leninist (or even fablan socialist) rhetoric;
investment therefore doesn't flow in, the western powers are blamed for
trying to destroy the government; CIA agents are then

11

discovered 11

plotting a coup, and a Treaty of Friendship is signed with Moscow.
under Nkrumah followed this scenario as have others.

Ghana

But this possibility

is precluded by the probabilities already described.
6.

Black Radicalism with Potential to Peaceful Nationalism.
This is a real possiblity (15%?).

occur:

The following would have to

Carter realizes the faults in his policy (or he is defeated in

1980 as a result of his failure) after ZAPU has been in office for 3 years.
Meantime the conservative coalition in Africa (Ivory Coast, Zaire, Senegal, etc.) is strengthened by the economic recovery in Europe in 1979-80,
and the French-Saudi cabal have had further successes in defeating SovietCuban imperialism (specifically and most importantly in Somalia and Vernen).
The Soviet Union has had to turn to domestic problems--its colonies in
central Asia, for example, have become restless.

South Africa is conse-

quently saved from UN mandatory oil sanctions in the nick of time and
begins an outward policy again.' The Soviets, getting desperate, make
mistakes (these do not matter when they have momentum.
current f.low the other way) and President Nkomo
that he never was a marxist.

11

They do when the

remembers 11 correctly

After a secret visit from President Sadat

-32bearing a bi 11 ion Saudi dollars, he 11 invites 11 the Soviets to leave.

South

African policemen, back to work in Zimbabwe, assist the Russians onto
their planes.

The nightmare is over.

That is a real possibility.
given the probabilities.

But it remains a hope, not a trend,

The burden of this paper, alas, has been to

disaggregate the one from the other.

-
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Introductory Note:
This paper proposes to explain United States policy toward southern
Africa and what it is likely to be over the next five to ten years In
response to a variety of contingencies.

It is a relatively straight-

forward task to expound what those officials directly concerned with
southern African affairs seek to do in that area; it is quite another
task to assess what may be the final policy to emerge from the bureaucratic and political processes in darkest Washington as they react to a
variety of relevant and irrelevant contingencies in southern Africa and
the rest of the world.
The first three sections discuss how a general policy approach has
been developed and the principal domestic and international contingencies
likely to support or change it.

The reader interested only in the most

likely policy outcomes may wish to begin at the section starting page 18.

The Background to United States Policy.
Conventional wisdom has long had it that Africa is the least important continent for the United States.

In terms of American actions and

official perceptions, this conventional wisdom has been right--until very
recently.

The United States has no long-standing tradition of policy

toward Africa, and no symbolic anchor such as that provided by the Monroe
Doctrine for its relations with Latin America.

The American government

has not developed a core of highly trained area specialists whose arcane
linguistic and other skills are widely respected in the government, such
as those who at various times have dominated policy toward Eastern Europe
and China.

Africa has had no strong Congressional constituency.

Nor have

strong domestic pressure groups arisen which have attempted systematically to shape or constrain policy on the model of the lobbies for Israel
and Greece.

Without such traditions and constraints, policy, as it emerges

from the interplay of bureaucratic and political. interests, is likely to
change radically in response to a variety of seemingly peripheral considerations.
The bureaucratic basis for contemporary policy was set in July, 1958,
when the State Department was first authorized to establish a full-fledged
African Bureau under an Assistant Secretary.
comparable structure the same week.)

(The Soviet Union created a

Prior to that, parts of Africa had

been an adjunct of the Division of Near Eastern Affairs, but most had been
subsumed under the tutelage of the European Bureau.

In 1961 the African

Bureau was first able to assert any substantial degree of bureaucratic
autonomy from the European Bureau, and this required White House intervention in the context of the acute debate over the Congo crisis.

Since
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those early years, the African Bureau has acquired independence of operation and doctrine largely at the expense of power and salience.
had most control when nothing of Interest was going on.

It has

Nevertheless,

the comparative isolation and irrelevance of the Bureau has permitted it
to develop something of a coherent view of African policy which has survived a succession of Secretaries of State who knew little and cared less
about the continent.
Like the views of other geographic bureaus, this one is in part
client-centered and protective of the Bureau's own corporate interests.
Its principal elements are as follows:
I)

Black nationalism is an important historical force and one which

is, in the long run, congruent with American ideals and interests, however
trying it may prove to be in the short run.

This nationalism may take a

variety of rhetorical and organizational forms across the continent, but
the differences are less important that the similarities.

While one re-

grets those cases where regimes discriminate against American businesses,
one must accept that a certain degree of economic nationalism is likely
to accompany political nationalism.
2)

Stability of a regime is more important that its degree of dem-

ocracy or its particular political form.
is likely to be accomplished.

Without stability, little else

When a regime is manifestly unstable, one

prepares to swing with the changes and establish good relations with whoever the successor may be.

One avoids investing too much in any particular

leader, since he may be gone tomorrow.

Also, one may pressure a leader

who seriously menaces his neighbors' stability (e.g., Nkrumah).
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Territorial integrity, as enshrined in the OAU Charter, is a

major good.
spected.

However bizarre the old colonial borders, they should be re-

This may be the African Bureau's most strongly held principle.

It was the cornerstone of its first bureaucratic victory in the Congo
crisis, and the Bureau held to it despite formidable Congressional and
public opposition in the Nigerian civil war.

Territorial Integrity is

probably the one purely African issue for which the Bureau might contemplate suitably discreet military intervention.

4)

Economic development is important, but is likely to take many

different forms.

It is more a matter of governmental competence than

doctrine, but most competent leaders leave a major role for private
enterprise.
5)

Cold War competition is not of fundamental importance in Africa.

One avoids getting drawn into competitive giving of aid just to keep up
with the Russians.

"Communist subversion" ls not a major issue in Africa;

most leaders know how to take care of themselves and to take the communists for

a ride

if it suits their purposes.

The limiting case is the

actual presence of Soviet forces in a country, though even in Guinea they
have not yet posed a serious problem for American interests.
The African Bureau's view has been developed principally out of experience with Africa north of the Zambezi.

Just as the southern part of

Africa has retained European control longer than the rest, so southern
African affairs within the State Department have been more thoroughly subordinated to European concerns than have the affairs of the rest of the
continent.

American policy toward southern Africa has recognized the

-4paramountcy of British interests, at first because of Britain's residual
power and expertise, more recently because of Britain's weakness and the
fear of the repercussions radical changes in southern Africa would have
on the failing British economy.

Similarly, although it has been less

salient, Portuguese rule in Angola and Mozambique was not seriously challenged by the United States, because of Portugal's role in NATO and,
above all, its provision of the Azores naval and air bases.

During the

Salazar period, this deference to Portugal included acquiescence in the
virtual exclusion of American investment from Angola.

British mis-hand-

1 ing of Rhodesia's unilateral declaration of independence and the collapse
of the Portuguese regime, followed by the utter rout of Kissinger's personal Angolan policy, have allowed the Bureau to increase its control
over policy toward southern Africa and to bring its particular Africacentered viewpoint to bear on the formation of American policy in the area.
Nevertheless, the African bureau does not make American policy by
itself.

The more salient the issue, the less control it has.

No simple

extrapolation of past policy can be relied on as a guide to the future,
particularly if the issue at hand becomes one of material or symbolic
importance to higher officials.

Cold War concerns bring new bureaucratic

actors into policy making; these actors include the White House, the military and the CIA, as well as different geographical bureaus within the
Department of State.

As with the Byrd Amendment and some export licenses,

particular economic interests may be able to derive ad hoc exceptions to
established policy through adroit lobbying.

Above all, the President and

Congress may find in an ill-understood African situation, a marvelous
opportunity to take a symbolic stand for domestic purposes.

-5In the absence of an informed public constituency for African issues,
American political leaders have tended to react to southern African events
by simple ideological projection, by denial of political reality, and by
treating Africa as an adjunct of more pressing relationships.

With a few

individual exceptions, members of Congress have consistently projected
their domestic American political ideology onto Africa.

A Senator's

votes on southern African issues can be predicted with a high degree of
accuracy from his votes on domestic American economic, welfare, and
racial issues.

His southern African votes appear also to be quite inde-

pendent of the particular corporate interests present in his constituency,
though Representatives are less independent in their voting.

Whatever

substantive information on the African issues may be presented,the legislation is filtered through an ideological screen which renders it congruent with their domestic political philosophies.

Nor do the majority of

concerned constituents behave much differently.

The greatest volume of

congress iona 1 ma i 1 on a southern AfrTc-a issu~~ has be~n gener-ated ·by
groups opposing the repeal of the Byrd Amendment.

A very high percentage

of these letters also include paragraphs on other authentic conservative
causes having nothing to do with Africa, particularly the retention of
the House Un-American Activities Committee and rejection of domestic guncontrol legislation.
In analogous manner, recent presidents have treated Africa, on those
occasions when they noticed it, as a low-cost area for symbolization of an
ideological or domestic policy position.

Thus, John Kennedy got America

moving again by making his very first appointment that of the ebulliently
liberal Soapy Williams as Assistant Secretary of State for Africa.

Lyndon

-6Johnson halted American naval visits to Simonstown, South Africa, at the
time he was preoccupied with programs for racial equality at home.
Nixon's

11

Richard

southern strategy 11 was reinforced by his barely concealed support

for the Byrd Amendment, his snubbing of Kenneth Kaunda, his punishing
Tanzania for applauding China's entry into the UN, and by the
toward white rule displayed in option two of NSSM 39.

1

tilt 1

Jimmy Carter has

been most explicit about the linkage of southern African issues with
American civil rights issues.
Inconvenient political facts have at times simply been ignored by
higher echelons in the State Department and the White House.

Secretaries

Rusk and Kissinger often neglected intelligence and policy assessments
based on the Bureau's and the CIA's perception of African political
realities and discouraged their further production.

During the Nixon

years the top echelons of the State Department repeatedly articulated the
formal fiction that African leaders were so concerned with economic development that they took .little interest in political issues like liberation
of still-dependent territories and racial justice.

In effect, this repre-

sented a wishful projection of official American thinking onto the
Africans themselves.
America's disastrous semi-involvement in the Angolan civil war represented an extreme case of high-level wishful thinking and subordination
of an African situation to an ill-informed policy-maker's global perspective.

Against the advice of the Africa Bureau and much of the CIA, and

against the corporate interests of the principal American investor in
Angola (Gulf Oil), Kissinger backed South African and mercenary intervention and thereby provided the ultimate justification in most African eyes

-7for the introduction of Cuban troops.

Nor did Congressional opponents of

Kissinger's Angolan policies come to grips with the African dimension of
the war.

Instead of challenging the political premises of American policy,

Congress cut off American intervention by invoking symbols of Congressional privilege, CIA dirty tricks, and American boys dying in Vietnam.
Some New Rea 1 i ti es
The advent of the Carter administration has coincided with, and to
some degree promoted, recognition of a series of major changes in the
African, international and domestic American contests which will condition
the development of American policy toward southern Africa in the next
decade.
1)

These may be summarized as follows:
The decline in the relative importance to the United States of

southern Africa as compared to black and north Africa.

This trend is

most emphatically symbolized by the relative roles of Nigeria and South
Africa.

In 1973 American trade with Nigeria passed that with South Africa,

and as Secretary Vance made a point of noting in his July first speech to
the NAACP, it is now double our South African trade.

For all that white-

controlled minerals remain important, their political weight is countered
by the 38 percent of America's petroleum imports supplied by black and
north Africa.

Although manufacturing investment and sales of American

products are still low, Nigeria, in particular, offers a domestic market
with the potential of surpassing that of the areas dependent on South
African manufacturing.

Increasingly, multinational corporations with

southern African investments are getting involved in Nigerian operations;
as Nigeria plays a more emphatic political role with regard to southern

-8Africa, these firms may come under increased pressure to modify or drop
their southern African operations.
2)

The reassertion of black nationalism in the Republic of South

Africa.

This reinforces the first point, and furthermore enhances the

bureaucratic weight of the African Bureau in southern African decisions.
While black nationalism in South Africa raises the salience of southern
Africa generally, it diminishes the willingness of the United States to
rely on the South African government as a partner in accomplishing
broader goals.

The Angolan war and the Soweto uprising demonstrated

that whatever the military strength of South Africa, it is a net political
liability.

The assumption of the Nixon Doctrine and of Option I I of

NSSM 39 *, that South Africa was the "responsible power" to rely on to
keep regional peace, looks more and more feeble.
3)

tions.

The growth of Africa's effective power in multi-lateral instituWhile it is still fashionable to poke fun at the black African

states' positions in the United Nations, the Group of 77, sea-bed treaty
discussions, and similar venues for dialogue with the Third World, the
Africans have nevertheless wielded their voting power effectively and
overall in a manner consonant with their long-run interests.

The Moyni-

han strategy of publicly mocking the Africans for their economic ignorance
failed and is unlikely to be repeated.

Because of their number and voting

discipline, if for no other reasons, they can block action until their
wants are attended to.

The most recent attempts of the United States and

others to split them from the Arabs in the Paris and Ottawa talks proved
a failure, though the strategy has not been abandoned.
i\

As the U.S.

The 1969 National Security Council study on which President Nixon's
African policy was based.

-9increases its attention to north-south issues, it will have to pay more
attention to Black Africa.

4)

The progressive spread and adaptation to African circumstances

of neo-Harxism.

At present, nee-Marxism has had greater impact on rheto'

ric than on action in most African states, but it is more than a trivial
trend.

Its doctrinal core is the acceptance of the "underdevelopment

thesis" in which the industrial world, including sometimes the Soviet
Union, is held responsible for the stagnation of African development
efforts and the distortion of their societal structures.

The present

nee-Marxism can be distinguished both from the doctrinaire aping of
Soviet or Maoist doctrine and from the romanticism of earlier African
socialism theories.

It provides a common ground for links with other

Third World countries, and has attained a new respectability because it
is independent of Soviet control.

It combines easily with older purely

nationalistic tendencies, and in actual practice is likely to produce a
variant of state capitalism, more than any orthodox Marxist approach.
It is 1 ikely to reinforce demands for substantial state participation in
or control over large multinational investments, without completely
abandoning market discipline.

A sweeping socialist victory in the French

elections would likely reinforce the trend.
5)

The apparent increase in external military intervention.

I say

apparent, because Western military forces have intervened In Africa many
times since 1960.

Nevertheless, the Russo-Cuban intervention in Angola

took place on an unprecedented scale, and was only symbolically matched
by the Franco-Moroccan intervention in Zaire earlier this year.

Either

of these may, however, be used as a precedent for further extra-regional
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military intervention.

If Moroccans can turn up in Zaire, why not Libyans

in Zimbabwe or Nigerians in Namibia?

A few African countries have now

acquired the military hardware and perhaps even the training to be able
to do serious damage to one another.

In southern Africa such capability

is still limited to the whites in Rhodesia and South Africa and to the
Cubans in Angola, but this is not eternal.
have quite an impressive military force.

An independent Zimbabwe might
Even Angola or Mozambique might

soon develop the capacity to make gunboat diplomacy and border raids an
expensive proposition for the attacker.
6)

The growing strategic importance of the Indian Ocean.

Deployment

of the Trident submarine and eventual deployment of sea-launched cruise
missiles will increase the amount of attention paid to the Indian Ocean.
Despite South African alarmist propaganda this need have little actual
impact on the southern African portion of the continent, unless the Soviets establish

a base in Mozambique--which seems unlikely.

A base in

Angola where the Soviets have more leverage would appear even more threatening to European and American naval and maritime activity.

An increase

In Soviet "southern ocean" activity will increase the bureaucratic weight
of the American military in any decisions affecting southern Africa.
7)

Changes in American domestic politics.
a) The growing role of blacks in national policy formation.

The political impact of Lyndon Johnson's voter registration acts was made
manifest by Carter's election and by the election of numerous 'Congressmen
and lower officials.

Carter has explicitly linked black America with a

special interest in southern Africa, and even a Republican administration
will have difficulty in uncoupling the linkage.

Black Americans will not
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function as effectively as the pro-Israel or even pro-Greece lobbies:
Africa is not a single entity which gives a clear lead to follow, and
black Americans have other problems to worry about.

However, as black

Americans increase their political power, the barely submerged racism
which has suffused much Congressional discussion of African· issues will
dee line.
b) A more sophisticated public for African issues.

Equally

important may be the secular trend toward an American elite public!whichl
is less hopelessly ignorant about Africa.

Former African Peace Corps

volunteers--and their relatives--are beginning to turn up in leadership
positions, and many college graduates in their early thirties and younger
have studied something about Africa in college.

In a decade this age-

group will dominate middle-range management in the public and private
sector.

This group is also familiar enough with nee-Marxist rhetoric and

analysis to react more calmly than their elders to what are now interpreted as symbols of cold war confrontation.
c) Congressional and public anti-interventionism.

The strongest

immediate legacy of the Vietnam war is the popular revulsion at the thought
of American military intervention anywhere in the Third World.

Provision

of military supplies, while less salient, is also generally unpopular.
The CIA investigations have further diminished the acceptability of clandestine intervention.

It will probably take another five years at least

before overt or covert intervention becomes a minimally acceptable instrument of policy except in situations demonstrating an overwhelming and
obvious threat to important American interests.

With particular reference

to southern Africa, the U.S. Army and the Marines are likely to have

\
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second thoughts about testing their tenuous success at racial integration
by intervening in a black-white conflict.
Such changes do not, of course, affect policy immediately.

They,

like previous informational inputs, will be filtered through the existing
ideological screens of policy-makers and opinion-shapers and will be subject to the impact of events and attitudes which on the surface have
nothing to do with Africa.

Actions, as opposed to intentions, will be

further constrained by limitations of resources, competing priorities,
and uncooperative allies.
The General Policy Approach Toward Southern Africa.
Secretary of State Vance's July first speech can be taken as a
reasonably accurate reflection of the present administration's interpretation of the southern African situation and an indication of what, on
a very general level, it intends to do about it.

A comparison with a

similar Kissinger presentation of the previous year reveals just how much
the present administration has become aware of the changes enumerated
above, and also how much the African Bureau has reasserted influence on
American po Ii cy.
Kissinger's testimony before the House International Relations Committee on 17 June 1976 revealed three points.

First, American policy

goals in Africa were dominated by the status quo.

Three of .the four goals

cited were phrased negatively: "to avoid a race war";

11

to prevent foreign

intervention"; "to prevent radicalization."

These were reactions to others'

initiatives, particularly Soviet and Cuban.

Second, nothing in the speech

contradicted then current policy of the South African government.

South

Africa was not even mentioned by name, but presumably was to be a major
beneficiary of the one posit Ive po 1 icy goa I :

''to

promot~

pe9cefu 1

-13cooperation among the communities in southern Africa. 11

The inference is

that the Republic of South Africa was not part of the problem, but part
of the solution.

Third, the presentation was dominated by a Manichean

dichotomy between "moderates" and "radicals."

Moderation was associated

with peace, African aspirations, association with the West and maintenance of the existing international economic system, economic development,
and a southern African solution brought about through negotiations.
Radicalism was associated with violence, external intervention and domination, economic estrangement from the West, poverty, and a southern
Africa race war.

Africa was seen as an arena in which the West and its

local allies must oppose the Soviets and their local allies.
Vance, in contrast, begins with the assertion that American policies
must be affirmative and directed toward purely African situations, rather
than reactive to non-African initiatives.
little more than passing mention.

The Soviets and Cubans receive

America's 'interest lies in furthering

long-run cooperation· with a variety of African regimes, not in countering
short-term problems.

In that perspective economic and cultural ties be-

tween the United States and Africa will outweigh political differences
and work to mutual advantage.

South Africa ls described explicitly as

part of the problem, though it is hoped that in Its own interest the South
African government will seek to join in the solution.

Far from being an

ally against communism, white regimes promote external intervention; they
are a liability.

Negotiations are, of course, preferred to violence, but

the single specific example of violence is a Rhodesian incursion into
Mozambique.

African nationalism is presented as intrinsically a positive

force whose goals--including the search for "economic rights 11 --are

-14congruent with those of the United States.

Instead of presenting a

moderate-radical dichotomy (the words are hever even mentioned), Vance
argues that all the major powers should "join us in supporting African
nationalism rather than in fragmenting it. 11

The lesson of the Angolan

experience is drawn here, and the opposition to nationalist fragmentatron
has clear application to the Rhodesian and Namibian cases.

No more than

Kissinger does Vance choose to speak of policy toward American corporate
involvement in southern Africa.

Andrew Young's early optimism that

American business involvement in South Africa will bring about major
changes in that country's racial order is not shared within the State
Department's African Bureau, though the continuation of such Involvement
is taken as a practical political necessity.
Perhaps the greatest contrast between Kissinger's and Vance's approach
to African policy is one of world view.

Unlike Kissinger, Vance proceeds

from the assumption that the United States has a tremendous long-term
advantage over the Soviet Union in its relations with Africa.

Time is on

America's side; Soviet military adventures are frantic, if serious, shortterm expedients to cover up for their lack of anything positive to offer.
The general policy approach articulated by Vance seems well-anchored
in the Carter administration, and should not be viewed as little more than
a sop to Andrew Young.

Especially with the Vice-President taking formal

responsibility for African policy, much high-level prestige is involved.
More than contradictory evidence will be required to persuade the executive
branch to modify the policy substantially or to abandon it.

The most

likely cause of reversal would be a combination of well-publicized external
events which would stir up Congressional opposition and bring to the fore

-16of a collapse attaining dramatic proportions, much lower), and the renewal
of large-scale civil war in Nigeria and/or a prolonged and bloody Nigerian
military invasion of one or more of its neighbors (probability of either
occurring on a large scale is quite low).

Such violence would not have

the same effect if it were to occur in a little-known country, such as
Chad or Mauritania, or if it were purely domestic, like the Hutu massacres
in Burundi, or if the United States had elaborately extricated itself and
washed its hands of the whole affair, as In Ethiopia, whose violent collapse is quite likely.

The return of large-scale starvation to parts of

Africa and the spread of a popular image of black Africa as an international basket case may not only increase the possibility of large-scale
violence, but make Congress more sensitive to any untoward events on the
continent and less responsive to African wishes in political affairs.
3) Decline in salience of southern African issues for black African

states.

It is conceivable, though very doubtful, that a more or less

peaceful transition of Rhodesia and South West Africa to black rule,
together with preoccupying troubles in the major black African states to
the north, might remove any incentive for Washington to put pressure on
the South African regime.

Only slightly more likely would be the instal-

lation of regimes with impeccable radical credentials in Windhoek and
Salisbury (presumably renamed) which then relied heavily on South Africa
for economic growth and agreed to damp down black African criticism.
While the South African government has rosy visions of something like this
occurring, their visions exclude the likelihood that blacks within South
Africa will continue to make so much public trouble for the regime that
the rest of black Africa will continue to care.

-174} Dramatic changes within South Africa which divide the United States
from major allies.

Among the scenarios quietly discussed In South Africa

is the abrogation of the constitution and the enforced unilateral partition of the country, in which Africans would receive substantially more
land than the homelands now are allotted, together with limited rights for
some within a few common areas.

The African Bureau would almost certainly

oppose such a policy, as would most of black Africa (while the Soviet
Union cheered everyone on from the sidelines).

France, Britain, West

Germany, plus important lesser powers like Israel and Iran, might decide
to go along with such an initiative out of a combination of weariness and
short-term needs.

The spectre of American isolation in the Western al li-

ance in opposition to a policy whose backers claim it is needed to ''prevent
a racial bloodbath" would provide the strongest single challenge to the
administration's general policy approach, and little more would be needed
to force a reorientation toward assuring "white survival."

The probabil-

ity of such a dramatic change occurring in the next five years is very
small, but it could appear more likely over the next ten years.

The pro-

bability of America's allies siding with a new regime against the United
States also is low.
With all of these eventualities put together, it still seems highly
probable that the administration's general policy approach will survive
Carter's present term in office.

If it does, it should have entered

firmly enough into the bureaucratic and political routine that it should
be able to survive through the next presidential term, even if Carter is
not the president.

Even if the general approach ls upset, two important

changes are likely to have been brought about, at least in part through

-19The approaches in both the Rhodesian and the South West African cases
are multi-lateral, and multi-level as well.

The United States thus has

comparatively little scope for dramatic initiatives in dealing with either
situation, nor has any party the power unilaterally to impose a settlement,
since United Nations acceptance of any permanent arrangement is required
in both cases.

The efforts are conducted in a low-key manner, which par-

tially belies their breadth and complexity.

In addition, in its relations

with the populations directly to be affected by the eventual shape of the
settlement agreements, the United States and its mediating partners must
deal on a continuous basis with the leaders of the front line states on
the one hand and the South African government on the other.
The front line states, Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, and
Zambia, have been allocated a difficult role of speaking for the nationalist movements, counseling and gently pressuring them toward a solution,
informally guaranteeing their good behavior, and at the same time providing
basic support for the movements.

Understandably, they have diverged in

their understanding of the role, in their emphasis on its different parts,
and on their willingness and ability to play any part of it.

Nevertheless,

the United States sees them, all of them, as a necessary part of any settlement process.

They are needed first to pressure the nationalistic

movements as best they can to accept less than their leaders really want.
(Angola here has a particularly important role to play in delivering SWAP0 1 s
assent to a South West African solution.)

Second, their joint agreement

is needed to bring about United Nations acceptance and to obviate obstruction within the Organization of African Unity, as well as to allow the
wobbly states of Zimbabwe and Namibia to begin life in as supportive a
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regional setting as can be contrived.

Each of the five frontline

governments has serious internal problems which make settlements highly
desirable, but also make it that much harder for them to appear to
pressure the nationalist movements to accept a compromise.

Only Bots-

wana and possibly Zambia could afford for domestic political reasons
to back a settlement that could be interpreted as a sell-out to the
whites.
South Africa.

United States policy is involved in a complex relation-

ship with South Africa.

Although South Africa's domestic pol icy is

perceived as very much part of the problem in southern Africa, it is
a part which no one pretends is susceptible of solution in the short
run.

Meanwhile, South Africa is essential to a settlement in South West

Africa and is capable of forcing, or alternatively of greatly complicating, a settlement in Rhodesia.

Kissinger approached southern Africa

by providing South Africa with quiet and effective support, punctuated
with occasional ritual and non-specific denunciations of apartheid in
the United Nations, usually in South Africa's absence.

His policy was

one of persuading South Africa, as one would a difficult old friend, to
alter minor aspects of its behavior which distress others.

The present

administration's policy involves serious public confrontation and the
threat of effective pressure.

The public confrontation is designed in

part to guarantee the United States' bona fides with the frontline

st~tes

and those north of the Zambezi and to establish a basis for the longterm cooperation discussed above, but also to make it easier for the
black African states to accept a compromise solution in Rhodesia and
South West Africa.

The confrontation and the threats of more quietly
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effective pressure are also Intended to prepare the way for long-term
serious change within South Africa.

It is calculated In Washington that

without such external compulsion the South African government will not
take effective action, particularly in South West Africa where Vorster
has had to overcome a deep personal antipathy to any dealings with SWAPO.
No one seriously expects any major domestic changes to result promptly
from the confrontation; indeed it is expected that South African politicians wi 11 Indulge in a fair amount of "kicking and screaming and
doing silly things" (as one official put it), but that most of this will
be short-term and rhetorical, and none of It will affect important external negotiations.

Further, it is assumed that any short-term negative

reactions would be outweighed by the positive benefits of allowing South
African leaders to blame the United States for forcing them to do what
they knew they would have to do anyway.

Somewhat Jess confidently it is

also calculated that public confrontation will in the longer term encourage more flexible and verligte politicians to emerge to replace the
present generation.

Although confrontation is used as an instrument of

policy, it is also true that following the Soweto uprising and massacres
of 1976 it would have been difficult for any American administration to
avoid publicly disapproving the South African regime.
,•:

'le

A comparison of the statements made at the United Nations by the
American representatives following the Sharpeville shooting of 1960 and
the Soweto uprising of 1976 suggests how much rhetoric has changed. The
1960 statement cited precedents with regard to Tibet, a scattering of UN
resolutions, the right of every nation to control its internal affairs,
the existence of special circumstances, and almost in passing, regrets
for "the tragic loss of life in South Africa. 11 The July 19, 1976 statement simply blamed what happened on South Africa's policy of apartheid.
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The most important form of confrontation behavior that the United
States has undertaken is symbolic and rhetorical.

Andrew Young, far

from being the unguided missile portrayed in the American and particularly the South African press, has played an effective role in shocking
the South Africans loose from their preconceptions about American policy
and setting up the equally tough, though rhetorically more restrained,
messages from Mondale and Vance.

The most important symbolic changes

are the explicit identification of South Africa as a liability in the
West's opposition to the spread of communism, and less explicit suggestions that black nationalists within South Africa are seen as America's
natural allies in the long run.

In practical political terms the most

important American Initiative is its intransigent refusal to recognize
the independence of any of the Bantu homelands.

This has been a major

blow to the cornerstone of South African domestic policy, and is very
unlikely to be reversed, even if South Africa were substantially to
modify the economic and political conditions of its independence.
American policy has changed little with regard to more tangible
matters, though South Africa has been made aware that significant stiffening of policy cannot be excluded.

The administration will probably

adhere more firmly to its unilateral arms
carefully the sale of
civilian aircraft.

11

~mbargo

by restricting more

dual use 11 equipment, such as smal 1 arms and

It is unlikely that the United States will alter its

opposition to a formal United Nations arms embargo, but will seek to
extract more concessions from Pretoria as annual payment for blocking
such resolutions in the Security Council.

As part of its overall inter-

national policy on nuclear matters, the Carter administration will
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nuclear information and technology with South Africa.
American economic policy is likely to remain much the same, with
the administration resisting somewhat more firmly than its precedessors
business attempts to obtain Eximbank financing in support of sales to
South Africa.

Although it has no sturdy strings to pull, the adminis-

tration is likely not to encourage private bank lending to South Africa,
and perhaps will move informally to discourage loans of the size made
in 1975-76.

(Until the South African economy improves substantially,

banks are not likely to show much enthusiasm for that high volume of
lending, anyway.)

The threat of IMF gold sales may again be used as a

quiet source of pressure against South Africa.
Department 1 s position that it

11

Overall, the State

neither encourages nor discourages

American investment in South Africa 11 is likely to remain in force.
Informal pressures will be maintained on large American businesses in
South Africa to subscribe to the code of good conduct, though there will
be no direct penalties for those who do not.

Only a concerted and firm

stand by all credible shades of South African black opinion would persuade the United States government to restrict severely American trade
and investment.

Such a concerted stand is unlikely without such sub-

stantial changes in the South African political scene that business
enthusiasm for further investment would decline on its own.

It is of

course evident to the South Africans that ~ny expansion of sanctions
against Rhodesia or South West Africa would have unpleasant consequences
for the South African economy, either directly, or through the greater

-25organization wi 11 play a major role toward the end of the next decade
in forcing structural changes; external organization will play a lesser
role, though the existence of black-ruled Zimbabwe and Namibia on South
Africa 1 s borders will constitute a source of political reassurance for
South African blacks and of political concern for whites.

Guerrilla

incursions from these territories and from Mozambique are not likely to
pose a serious threat to South Africa.

The South African army can

defend its territory from the Orange and Limpopo River boundaries as
well, if not better, than from the Cunene and Zambezi Rivers.

Further-

more, Zimbabwe's dependence on South African communication links, and
probably also on capital and technical assistance, are likely to be
almost as great as Rhodesia's.

Namibia will be not quite so dependent

as is South West Africa, but it will har.dly pose a military threat.
The United States wants to be in a position to influence future
black South African leadership, and is prepared to risk alienating
present white leadership on the reasonable grounds that they are going
to have to change anyway, and that meanwhile they have nowhere else to
turn for support.

There is a confident assumption that the United States

can establish good relations with South African blacks, and that America's
black population, which through its black power theorists and other more
direct contacts has already had a major influence on South African youth,
will be an important element in these future relations.

This assumption

may be optimistic, but it seems a good gamble.
The South African government complains that the United States is not
clear about what precisely it expects South Africa to do it its internal
affairs.

Their complaint is justified, but to little avail.

It is highly
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series of steps for South Africa to take.
are much too far apart for that.

The two governments' positions

What does seem reasonably clear is what

i·s, and is likely to remain, unacceptable to the United States.

The United

States will refuse any expression of international identification with
South Africa until that country has introduced very substantial changes
which go considerably further than anything contemplated by the present
leadership.

While the removal of the dally humiliations of petty apar-

theid will be welcomed (even publicly), they will not suffice to reverse
basic American policy.

No variant of a homeland policy, even an objec-

tively generous one, will be acceptable so long as it is unilaterally
proclaimed.

No other permanent arrangement which does not involve free

and open black participation in Its negotiation will be supported.

South West Africa/Namibia.

United States policy in the South West African

dispute has been to present itself as a broker between the South Africans
on one side and SWAPO, the principal African nationalist group on the other.
In this endeavor it has been in a curiously asymmetric position, however.
It has had continuing contact with South Africa, but only very intermittent
and not overly cordial contact with SWAPO; it has sought, nevertheless, to
bring SouthAfricatoacceptmost of SWAPO's demands.

The United States has

supported the United Nations' contention that the U.N. rather than South
Africa, has legal responsibl lity for the territory, but in recent years has
more often than not acted to keep the United Nations from involving itself
directly in South West African issues, while using the threat of greater
U.N. involvement as a goad to obtain South African concessions.
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brokerage has been carried out In concert with other Western

powers; the United States joined with Britain and France In 1975 to pressure
South Africa into making concessions that led to the Turnhalle talks (after
twice jointly vetoing U.N. resolutions calling for a mandatory arms embargo
against South Africa).

In 1977 the team was strengthened with the addition

of Canada and West Germany (the other Western members of the Security Council),
and obtained further concessions from South Africa that make it seem quite
possible that an independent and internationally recognized Namibia will
in fact emerge by the end of 1978.

Nevertheless, formidable obstacles remain

to be overcome.
The immediate goals sought by the United States and its Western allies
are 1 imited and relatively straightforward.

Since the United States now

has few investments in the territory (principally those of Newmont Mining
and AMAX in the Tsumeb mining complex), its immediate concerns are to estab1ish a politically stable regime which will provide the basis for longterm cooperation, including particularly access to the substantial mineral
wealth as yet unexploited.

Consistent with its general approach and with

African and United Nations demands, the United States holds firmly to the
principle that Namibia should become independent as a single state under
the control of a central government.

It would not oppose a substantial

measure of local autonomy in social matters, nor political representation
on a regional (read ethnic) basis, but would absolutely refuse a constitution
guaranteeing separate sovereignty to any part of Namibia or constituting
the country as a loose confederation of ethnic homelands.

The United States

will further insist that all political parties be allowed to campaign for
election to the new government and that the United Nations have some role
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This means particularly that SWAPO, its external

as well as internal wings, must be allowed to participate freely, but that
SWAPO is not to be treated as if it were in fact

11

the sole authentic repre-

sentative of the people of Namibia" as it has been declared by the United
Nations Council on Namibia.
The five-power Western initiative has achieved considerable success in
the last few months.

South Africa took the better part of a year from the

time it promised action on an independence constitution to reach the point
of convening the Turnhalle talks on the basis of tame ethnic representation
and with SWAPO excluded, and then allowed the talks to drag on for a year
and a half before coming up with a proposal for inde,pendence which favored
South African and white interests.

Following the most recent demands,

South Africa has now in effect repudiated Turnhalle and appointed a nonpolitical judge as Administrator-General of the territory to speed on the
transitional period.

South Africa has agreed to the principle of "unitary

independence 11 by the end of December 1978, with United Nations "involvement" in (though not necessarily supervision of) elections.
has expressed cautious

11

SWAPO, in turn,

appreciation 11 of the Western initiative, while the

OAU, in a move that should be repeated in the United Nations, has symbolically demoted SWAPO to the status of the

11

sole active liberation movement"

for Namibia.
Four major issues have yet to be resolved for the transitional period.
South Africa seeks to maintain all symbolic representations of their administrative sovereignty during the transition, while SWAPO seeks to maximize
the United Nations presence.

Withdrawal of the 12,000-15,000 South African

troops in the territory is the most acute issue, which will probably be
resolved by reduction in their total number and restriction to base of the
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release of political prisoners is another difficult point.

Amnesty and
South Africa

accepts that it will have to release SWAPO prisoners, but insists that
dissident SWAPO members held in Zambia and Tanzania be released at the same
time and al lowed to participate in the elections.

South Africa will prob-

ably achieve at least a symbolic victory on this one.

Finally, South

Africa insists that Walvis Bay, the only important port in South West Africa,
is legally a part of South Africa, since it was never part of the old German
colony.

Its legal position seems strong, and it will probably cling to

Walvis Bay as an eventual tradeoff for later concessions from an independent
Namibian government.
The West's principal lever is the creation of an international fund
to aid the new state in getting on its feet; both sides accept the necessity for such aid and are at least dimly aware that the United States
Congress is unlikely to contribute enthusiastically if either side shows
extreme intransigence.

Even more Important is the feeling on both sides

that they need a settlement soon.

South Africa has conceded fully the

principle of independence, and Angola, Tanzania and Zambia, backed by less
immediately involved African states, want to get at least one group of
freedom fighters out of their countries.

SWAPO is not making the military

progress it expected, and is having great difficulty in implanting itself
in southern Angola, most of which is now controlled by UNITA forces which
have been as successful in protecting their Ovimbundu base against SWAPO
as against the Cuban and government forces.
Even with agreement, many things can go wrong during and immediately
fol lowing the transition.

The United Nations, which has only just begun

planning for its role, is quite capable of mishandling the transition
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Electoral or ethnic violence might well bring South

African security forces into action.

A massive flight of whites is a

remote possibility, but not one to be discounted absolutely.
None of this, however, is likely to change the long-term outcome.
Namibia will be independent in a few years at most.

It will be a

tenuously Integrated country, poor in human resources, and obliged to
concentrate on working out a pattern of relationships between the half
of the population that is Ovambo and everyone else.

Some variant of

SWAPO will be the dominant political force in the country, but any
government will for years be heavily dependent on outsiders--probably
a mixture of South Africans and United Nations advisers--to carry out
central administration.

The United Nations will continue for a short

while to exercise some special concern for Namibia, but any new government will soon try to shake loose from a constraining tutelary relationSWAP0 1 s vague socialist doctrine is unlikely to have a major

ship.

effect on the organization of the economy for a considerable time, though
for practical as well as doctrinal reasons the Namibian government is
likely to proceed slowly in granting major mining concessions to foreign
firms.

In a decade, Namibia might resemble something between Botswana

and Zambia in social and economic development.
This projection may turn out to be very wrong, but it is the one
which guides United States policy in the short run.
policy toward Namibia, in the long run.

It has no specific

The American government may

commit its prestige, a small amount of money, and much bureaucratic
activity to facilitating a transition, but it has now no intention of
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responsibility for Namibia over the long haul.
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.

This is the most immediately difficult problem of

them all for United States policy.

The complications are enormous, but

they are principally short-run and tactical complications.

There is

really very little doubt, in Washington at least, that white Rhodesia's
string has about run out.

Unlike South West Africa, where South Africa

could hang on indefinitely if it were willing to pay the political price,
Rhodesia is being brought to its knees by military action.

Now,with

Botswana joining Mozambique and Zambia as a staging ground for guerrilla
operations, only the shortest of Rhodesia's borders is militarily secure.
As in most guerrilla wars, the insurgent forces are unable to invade and
hold territory, but they have succeeded in disrupting social and economic
life, not least through forcing such a h1gh level of white conscription
to make the continuation of ordinary economic activities difficult.

Close

to 1500 whites are reported to be emigrating each month, a large proportion of them being young families essential for the continuation of
economic and military operations.

Guerrilla forces, on the other hand,

are increasing rapidly; arms are coming through as needed, and most important, the forces are beginning to get something more than the cursory
military training with which they were earlier sent out intd the field.
Whatever factional fights may continue to plague the Zimbabwe liberation
forces, their combined pressure on the white regime and on white society
seems certain to increase.

~s
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Rhodesia is still a British colonial responsibility), United States
policy is conceptually very simple.

it seeks to obtain agreement of

all the important contending groups on a constitutional outline with
a "justiciable bill of rights" and to set up an interim, politically
neutral administration, whose sole purpose would be to prepare and conduct elections on a one-man-one-vote basis before handing over power to
the winners of the election.

All factions,

including whites and the

guerrillas now outside the country, would be eligible to present candidates and vote in the elections.

The United States would join with

other Hestern countries to establish a substantial fund to allow the
new government to make a stable transition to a new political order.
The principal problem all along in obtaining the necessary agreement has been the fragmentation of black nationalist leadership and
organization.

The splits continue--between the

11

internal 11 (Muzorewa

and Sithole) factions and the ''external (Popular Front) factions; between the Nkomo and f·iugabe factions of the Popular Front; between the
actual guerrilla fighters (led by Tongogara et al.) and all the politicians; and between different ethnic and sub-ethnic groups.
lems will be discussed in the Rotberg paper.)

(These prob-

The divisions among

blacks are now finding an echo in the divisions among whites, whose
magnitude will become clearer after the August 31 elections.
The constitution itself has not provided a major point of contention,
although Smith will presumably maintain his opposition to universal suffrage until after the election.

Opposition on this point is substantive-

ly irrational, since no matter what the formula whites will be massively
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black voters.

Although biack spokesmen have objected publicly to the

transitional fund as a reward to white racists for holding out, the fund
should contain enough rewards for the new government to overcome these
objections.
The transitional arrangement is the prime sticking point, particularly those parts which concern physical security and control of armed
force.

Whites fear that the "terrorists" wi 11 be al lowed to run wild,

and the Si tho 1e and Muzorewa factions fear the "freedom fl ghters'- 11
coercive influence on the electorate.

The Popular Front politicians

fear that their men will be disarmed, and that the whites will, in
effect, stage a coup to re-es tab 1 i sh themse 1ves in power.
are well-founded.

A11 the fears

Washington and London are seeking for a deus ex mach-

ina to "hold the ring, 11 but are having difficulty in finding an appropriate set of divinely neutral and competent ring-holders.

The United

States has refused to play any direct administrative or military role
in the transition, or even to provide logistic support, out of concern
that this would provide the Soviets with an excuse to intervene, and out
of certainty that Congress would refuse to go along.

On July 13 the

left and the right wings of the British cabinet combined to refuse to
allow British forces or administrators to participate, despite the pleas
of Foreign Secretary Owen.

As of this writing Nigeria and Canada are

being encouraged to spearhead a Commonwealth force, though neither
country seems to be jumping at the chance.
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A food-exporting Zimbabwe will be a

major regional asset; collapse of the rural economy will bring disastrous
economic consequences to the country, whatever happens to the mining and
industrial sectors of the economy.

None of Zimbabwe's neighbors offers

a very attractive agricultural model for a new government to follow, and
none of the contending nationalist leaders has had time to give much
serious thought to details of what he would like to do with the rural
sector.
The most direct link between the American and Zimbabwean economies
will, of course, be through the mining and industrial sectors, and the
United States government can be expected routinely to encourage American
corporations to pick up and extend their investments.

If a new black

government reacts againstthe Japanese and Germans for their past economic support of the Smith regime, the opportunities for American
ations may be very good, indeed.

corpor~

Over the longer haul, however, the

United States government ls likely to be more concerned with assuring
access to Zimbabwe's minerals, chromite in particular, than in safeguarding the proprietary interest of any American multinational corporation.

The nationalization arrangements worked out between the copper

producers and Zambia are likely to provide a powerful precedent.

Since

this is an issue on which Congress is likely to get involved, the final
shape of United States policy cannot be easily predicted.
The "Peaceful Nationalism 11 scenario is obviously what the United
States government would prefer.

Politically and bureaucratically a

peaceful nationalist government would be the easiest to deal with; it
might be marginally more technically competent than a government which

sought to portray itself as more radical.

There is a fair chance that

such a government would be more accommodating to American corporate
interests (or at least that it would be pleasanter to do business with).
It would be much easier to get aid appropriations out of Congress for
a peaceful nationalist government than for a government which insisted
on making Marxist noises.

But in the longer haul, a solidly established

nationalist government of almost any ideological coloration is quite as
likely as another to be difficult on basic Third World commodity price
issues if the whole pattern of North-South relations deteriorates.
Since from the present perspective it is impossible to predict which of
the contending leaders, if any, would be most conducive to leading a
peaceful nationalist regime, the United States sees no incentive in
getting involved in backing one or more over the others.
Despite the cautiously optimistic tone in the African Bureau,
protracted, violent conflict between blacks and whites (scenario A) or
between blacks and blacks (scenario B) are ominous possibilities.

Of

the two, the former potentially has the less serious consequences for
Zimbabwean society and for United States policy.

Despite the "racial

bloodbath" fears, white Rhodesians are unlikely to be killed in larger
numbers than the English were in Kenya or French civi 1 ians--in Algeria
if the present war grinds on for another three or four years before it
is ended, probably by the Rhodesian army and police refusing to go on.
The United States would be embarrassed and rightly worried, but unless
massive Soviet mi 1 itary assistance came into play, \Jashington would
probably merely step up its present policy of pressuring South Africa
to make it difficult for white Rhodesia to fight on.

Most whites would
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From an economic point of view

the rural sector would be most seriously affected.

Foreigners, mostly

Europeans, would be recruited to manage (or re-establish) industries
and mines.

Something resembling economic and political order, if not

prosperity, could be established within two years of Zimbabwe's independence.

The State Department would presumably be eager to provide funds

for reconstruction, though Congress could rise in indignation against
rewarding murderers and communists, and delay such funds for a year or
two.

South Africa, after some difficult moments, would probably open

quiet talks with the new regime, which would most likely welcome regular
economic relationships with the

11

racists 11 across Beit Bridge.

The most disruptive outcome would be protracted vie.lent combat
between rival black political groups.

This would almost certainly take

on an ethnic dimension and result in widespread loss of civilian life,
with a high probability of physical destruction of white as well as black
property.

Whites would probably leave in nearly the same numbers as in

the previously considered case, but it would take longer to establish
a minimal level of economic and political order.

State Department policy

would be directed above all else to diminishing the great-power dimension
of the conflict, at least initially by refusing to be drawn into backing
exclusively any one faction.

As seems to be the tendency .now, there

would be a slight tilt toward Joshua Nkomo, in part precisely because he
has the strongest historic link with the Soviet Union and by supporting
him the United States would remove one incentive for the Soviets to Intervene directly.

Again, this policy might be undercut by Congress, swayed

in part by South African opinion which at present portrays Nkomo as a
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Overall, the general policy approach

would suggest that the United States stay as uninvolved in the details
of the fighting as possible, and that It resolutely support the winner-whoever he might be.
Two serious contingencies could badly complicate American policy if
either form of protracted conflict occurs.

If white civilians appear to

be in serious danger, whatever the reality behind the appearance, South
Africa might feel impelled for domestic political reasons to mount a
military rescue mission.

Although militarily feasible, in that South

African forces could roam almost at will through the Rhodesian countryside even with a few thousand Cubans In the way, it would be a logistical
nightmare to round up more than a few thousand of the dispersed white
population and take them across the border.
interpret such a move as a white invasion.
in a serious bind.

Black African states would
The United States would

b~

The State Department would presumably strongly deplore

the action, but might have great difficulty from public and Congressional
opinion In doing more.

The result of any such action would be the embit-

tering of black-white relations in southern Africa and the decisive lessening of the chances that Zimbabwe and South Africa would work out a
mutually beneficial modus vivendi.
Even more serious for the United States would be heavy Cuban or
Soviet overt military involvement in Zimbabwe, perhaps as a result of a
South African rescue mission.

A sudden involvement of external communist

forces beyond the combat batallion level would signal the failure of the
present general pol icy approach, and could inspire a wide range of American reactions, with the military gaining an increasing voice in policy
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In sum, a newly optimistic spirit in Washington, product of changes
in both America

and Africa, has led the present administration to em-

brace a southern African general policy approach closely patterned on the
preferences of the State Department's African Bureau.

Underneath the new

spirit and a few stylistic peculiarities lies what is basically a conservative policy derived from a respectably long tradition.

The United

States seeks to deal with whatever are the dominant powers in the area,
only now the most immediate powers are black governments.

Western Euro-

pean interest in the area is encouraged, and at times the European
nations are enlisted to carry out tasks that the United States feels
unable to do alone, or at alt.

While the United States will try to work

with anyone in the area, it will seek to avoid close identification with
any government or any contending faction.

As before, it seeks economic

advantage, but increasingly this advantage ls sought over the long run.
Prosperous black states and long-term access to mineral resources are
considered more important than short-term corporate profits and private
American ownership of the means of production.
This policy approach is not fully shared by Congress or other parts
of the executive branch, but has a good chance of surviving at least
through the next seven and a half years.

While the election of a con-

servative Republican president would certainly change the spirit and
style of American policy toward southern Africa, its broad outlines would
likely survive a mere change of administration.

What wou.ld most thorough-

ly undo the general policy approach would be a prolonged and direct
Soviet-American military confrontation anywhere in the world or a sharp
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commodities.

America does not seem willing to commit substantial public

economic resources to Africa, and especially seeks to keep the military
component of its foreign policy low.

Unless it is very lucky, events In

southern Africa may require Washington to reconsider these preferences,
or to abandon some preferred outcomes.
United States policy toward any country in southern Africa is part
of a continent-wide policy, indeed part of a larger policy toward the
Third World and toward competition with the Soviet Union.

What happens

In southern Africa, and particularly in Rhodesia over the next few years,
will affect and be affected by all of these wider areas.

